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Chapter 1: The nature and causes of disadvantage in primary and secondary education

This introductory chapter sets out to provide some context, and answer the following questions. To what extent and why are poor children disadvantaged in education? What are the aspects of home background related to poverty that matter? Are there important intersections with other social characteristics such as ethnic group and gender? What is the role of geography, including differences between the four UK countries? How do trajectories of disadvantage emerge across the school life course?

Poverty is very strongly linked to low attainment in school. Department for Education figures (Department for Education 2012) show that 35% of children in receipt of Free School Meals (FSM) gained five A*-C grades including English and maths, compared with 62% of other children (non-FSM and unknown FSM status combined).

The validity of FSM eligibility as a proxy for income poverty is questionable (Hobbs & Vignoles 2010). But we can also question the extent to which a binary representation of income over-simplifies the picture. People are usually defined as being in poverty if their income is less than 60% of the UK median. This is a binary category with a ‘poor’ minority and a ‘non-poor’ majority. Yet we know that children’s educational chances vary incrementally across the socio-economic distribution. This is an important point if we want to understand the reasons for socio-economic differences in educational attainment – advantage at the top is just as important to the overall picture as disadvantage at the bottom.

Sources of disadvantage

So, why are poor children disadvantaged? While there is a strong association between poverty and low educational attainment, social inequalities in educational outcomes are not simply due to income or income poverty. Sociologists often explain social class differences in educational attainment in terms of three forms of capital: economic capital, social capital and cultural capital.

Clearly economic resources matter (Cooper & Stewart). Despite the introduction of universal free and compulsory schooling, financial resources still give an advantage in pursuing educational attainment. Well-off parents can afford better schools for their children, by buying either private schooling or housing in a good catchment area. In addition, many pupils receive private tuition (Ireson & Rushforth 2004). Living in poor or overcrowded housing is linked to poor health and lower attainment (Bartley et al. 1994; Douglas 1964b), and school moves due to residential mobility are very negative for attainment (Strand & Demie 2006). Educational resources such as a computer, a room of one’s own for study, etc. are costly. Financial resources can also have indirect impacts on the quality of children’s environments. For example, poverty leads to stress and depression which affect parenting (Duncan & Brooks-Gunn 1997; Mortimore & Whitty 2000; Whitty 2002).

Parents’ social class and educational qualifications are of course fairly closely linked. Parents’ education, and the skills, knowledge, dispositions and practices that go with
it, are often described as ‘cultural capital’. Bourdieu (1977) states that cultural capital consists of familiarity with the dominant culture in a society, and especially the ability to understand and use ‘educated’ language. The concept of cultural capital has been interpreted in various ways, but there is a consensus that particular cultural practices which are most common among the educated middle-classes, such as reading for pleasure, are powerfully linked to educational attainment (Crook 1997; De Graaf et al. 2000; Sullivan 2001; Sullivan & Brown 2013). Sullivan and Brown (2013) find that reading for pleasure in childhood is linked to substantially greater cognitive gains during the secondary school years than having a parent with a degree. We have found no evidence on school library provision or programmes to promote reading for pleasure, and these may be promising avenues for future research, given the importance of reading for pleasure for children’s attainment. Robust evaluation evidence of such programmes is needed. At the opposite end of the spectrum, where parents lack basic literacy and numeracy skills, this has implications for children’s learning (Bynner & Parsons 2006). The proportion of the UK adult population with poor basic skills is a longstanding policy concern (Moser et al. 1999).

Social capital relates to the relationships between people in families, schools and communities. It describes ‘features of social organisation, such as trust, norms and networks’ (Putnam 1993) and, with regard to education, it refers to ‘the set of resources that inhere in family relations and in community social organisation and that are useful for the cognitive or social development of a child or young person’ (Coleman, 1994, p. 300). This could include strong support for education, high aspirations, and strong links between families and schools. Single-parent families and families with large numbers of siblings, as well as families where the parents are working long hours or have physical or mental health problems, can be seen as disadvantaged in terms of social capital. Problems within families and communities mean that schools serving deprived communities often deal with extra challenges including discipline and welfare issues (Lupton 2005). Thus, schooling is part of the picture, but it is vital to acknowledge the context in which schools serving poor communities operate.

Low aspirations are often assumed to be an important mechanism linking socio-economic disadvantage to poor educational attainment, but there is surprisingly little robust evidence to support this view (Gorard et al. 2012). The assumption of a ‘poverty of aspirations’ among disadvantaged young people and their families has been disputed by several small-scale qualitative studies (Lupton & Kintrea 2011). Quantitative evidence supports this challenge to the orthodoxy. The Millennium Cohort Study mothers had almost universally high aspirations for their seven-year-olds, with 97% saying that they wanted their child to attend university (Hansen & Jones 2010). This figure of 97% was the same for poor and non-poor households. Of course, these high aspirations may well decline over time, but it seems that low aspirations may be better understood as an outcome rather than a driver of experiences in the education system.

In practice, economic, cultural and social capital are often linked, and the most disadvantaged children may be lacking in all three of these domains. But it is important to acknowledge that this is not always the case, and some children from lower income backgrounds will have strong compensating resources.
The literature on disadvantage and education is multidisciplinary, and we should note at the outset that social scientists from different disciplines tend to capture disadvantage in different ways. Economists typically report on inequalities according to income, while sociologists use social class (based on occupation) and parents' education. Psychologists often use a composite scale of SES (socio-economic disadvantage). When parents’ education is considered alongside measures of family economic resources such as income and social class, parents’ education is the more powerful predictor of children’s attainment (Ganzach 2000; Sullivan & Brown 2013; Sullivan et al. 2013).

Socio-economic disadvantage is also linked to health inequalities, and poor children are more likely to suffer disabilities. Families with disabled children are also more likely to become poorer over time (Parsons & Platt 2013).

The role of genetic differences remains controversial, with gene-environment interactions an additional complicating factor. Recent research has found only a modest role for the leading candidate genes in explaining socio-economic differences in children’s reading ability, accounting for only 2% of the gap. However the authors acknowledge that this research field is in its infancy (Jerrim et al. 2013).

Class, gender and ethnicity

Certain minority ethnic groups are disproportionately likely to be economically disadvantaged, with particularly high poverty rates among the Bangladeshi and Pakistani groups. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that poor ethnic minority children are not the most disadvantaged group at school. Among low SES children, whites have lower academic attainment than all other ethnic groups except African Caribbean pupils (whose attainments are similar to those of white pupils) (Strand 2014 (in press)). Strand also points out that, at age 16, the achievement gap associated with social class was twice as large as the biggest ethnic gap and six times as large as the gender gap. Strand’s analysis finds no significant interaction between gender and SES, in other words low SES is equally disadvantageous for girls as it is for boys.

Particular concerns have been raised regarding black boys and school exclusions. Black Caribbean pupils are three times more likely than whites to be permanently excluded from school, FSM pupils are four times more likely than non-FSM pupils to be excluded, and boys are three times more likely to be excluded than girls. Pupils with a statement of Special Educational Needs (SEN) were eight times more likely than others to be excluded (DfE 2013). Nevertheless, the rate of permanent exclusions in the school population as a whole is only 7 pupils in every 10,000, so this affects a tiny minority even of the most disproportionately excluded groups and is therefore not a major factor driving inequalities in attainment between groups. It is difficult to assess the extent to which underlying behavioural issues and problems in relationships between teachers and some groups of pupils affect inequalities in attainment.

Concerns have been expressed about ‘white, working class boys’, stating that the gender gap in school attainment is largest for the working class, e.g. “the fact that the biggest current gap in performance is between working-class boys and girls makes
the problem more acute for a Labour government intent on creating an inclusive society" (Guardian Leader 2000). In fact this is simply a false premiss (Gorard et al. 2001b; Sullivan et al. 2011). It is important to bear in mind that white working class boys are primarily disadvantaged because they are working class, not because they are white and male. Women’s labour market disadvantage persists despite girls’ much vaunted triumph over boys at GCSE. Women’s under-representation in ‘masculine’ subject areas such as maths, science, engineering and technology contributes to this problem, although, women do not achieve the same occupational status as their male peers even when they have the same qualifications. However, the gap between male and female graduates is far smaller than the gender gap for poorly qualified young school-leavers, as the labour market is far more ‘gendered’ at the lower-skilled end of the occupational distribution (Power et al. 2003). Young women leaving school with no qualifications are particularly disadvantaged compared to their male peers, as unqualified girls have fewer labour market opportunities open to them than unqualified boys do, and vocational training remains strongly segregated by gender (Bynner et al. 1997; Hakim 1996; Power et al. 2003; Rake 2000). For young women, NEET (not being in education, employment or training) is associated with lone parenthood and depression (Bynner & Parsons 2002). There is a danger that the issues facing working class girls will be neglected because of the strong focus on boys.

Geography

There is no very clear evidence of pronounced or systematic regional differences in educational attainment (Goodman et al. 2009). Quantitative studies have failed to show strong effects of neighbourhood characteristics such as area level poverty on educational and other outcomes (Cullis 2008; Flouri et al. 2010; Ford et al. 2004; Leckie 2009; Midouhas 2012; Rasbash et al. 2010b). Lupton (2003) points out that the failure of quantitative analyses to uncover neighbourhood effects does not necessarily imply that place does not matter. Rather, the problem may lie with flawed data, conceptualisation and measurement. By using arbitrary boundaries such as electoral wards, we may fail to adequately capture neighbourhoods. Also, by relying on straightforward measures of area-level poverty, we may fail to measure the things that really matter about neighbourhoods. However, the evidence base at present suggests that family rather than area-level disadvantage is most important.

Childhood disadvantage and the life course

Much attention has focussed on the early years as an important critical period during which children develop vital skills. Evidence from the British Cohort Studies and the Effective Provision of Pre-school Education (EPPE) project has featured heavily in recent debates on educational inequalities. Sylva et. al. (2004) make a strong case for the importance of parenting to early outcomes, stating that ‘what parents do with their children is more important than who they are’ (p.5). ‘What parents do’ is measured in a range of ways, including the ‘Home Learning Environment’ scale of activities such as reading to the child. Clearly these types of activities matter, but rigorous research evidence does not back the more exaggerated claims on parenting and unequal child outcomes. Ermisch (2008), in his analysis of children’s cognitive and behavioural outcomes at age 3, states that ‘…what parents do is important’(p.69)
and helps to account for the income gradient in child outcomes, but by no means explains it entirely. A similar conclusion is reached for outcomes at age 5 by Kiernan and Mensah (2011), who estimate the proportion of the effect of childhood disadvantage which can be accounted for by parenting practices (based on a composite measure) at 40%, leaving 60% that cannot be explained in this way. The authors also point out that figures such as these are sensitive to what is included in the model, and are thus subject to omitted variable bias. Sullivan (2013) points out that parental resources matter as well as parental behaviours, and that these resources are not purely financial but also cultural. Research has demonstrated the importance of parents’ cognitive scores and the home reading culture for children’s early cognitive scores (Byford et al. 2012). Parenting, characterised by consistently applied rules and regularity has been shown to be linked to positive child outcomes (Washbrook 2011). However, parenting styles cannot fully account for structural inequalities.

The growth in cognitive inequalities according to socioeconomic status during childhood has been established by analyses of the British cohort studies of 1946, 1958, 1970 and 2000 (Douglas 1964a; Feinstein 2003; 2004; Fogelman 1983; Fogelman & Goldstein 1976; Sullivan & Brown 2013; Sullivan et al. 2013). This evidence is extremely important, because it shows that disadvantage is not completely fixed in early childhood, but rather disadvantaged children continue to fall behind their peers throughout the primary and secondary school years.

It is also important to note that socio-economic differences in educational attainment are not driven entirely by differences in attainment at the end of compulsory schooling. Post-compulsory participation is affected by social background above and beyond initial attainment differences. Sociologists call this phenomenon the ‘secondary effects of social stratification’ (Boudon 1973; Breen & Goldthorpe 1997). Thus there is scope to intervene to reduce inequalities at every stage of schooling.

**Coverage of this review**

This review is part of a series commissioned by JRF, and is limited in its scope. The review is limited to the school years, and therefore will not cover issues such as pre-school provision or access to Higher Education. These topics will be covered by other reviews. The review is focussed on educational attainment rather than other outcomes. There are a whole range of other potential benefits of schooling, such as wellbeing and civic participation, which are beyond the scope of this review. This review also does not consider the link between educational attainment and labour market outcomes. We certainly do not assume that increasing the educational attainment of poor children is the only or best way to reduce adult poverty, and would note that there is a difference between aiming to promote social mobility and aiming to reduce poverty. The social mobility chances of individual children may well be best increased via educational attainment. However, the overall level of poverty in society is driven by structural inequalities in our economy and society which clearly cannot be addressed simply by reforming schools. Policies intended to promote social mobility will not necessarily reduce poverty, and it is important not to allow the two goals to be confused (Swift 2004).
In reviewing the literature, we have relied heavily on a number of other reviews of the evidence, for example (Gorard & See 2013). We have selectively reviewed the literature covered by previous reviews and brought it up to date where necessary.

We have begun by outlining the nature and causes of disadvantage in primary and secondary education. Chapter 2 considers educational systems. Chapter 3 considers school structures and school composition. Chapter 4 considers school and teacher quality. Chapter 5 assesses the evidence on specific interventions. Chapter 6 summarises our key findings.

Summary

- Socio-economic disadvantage can be measured in different ways. Parents’ education has been found to be a more powerful predictor of children’s educational attainment than income per se.
- Economic, cultural and social resources are all implicated in educational inequalities.
- Schooling is part of the picture, but it is vital to acknowledge the context in which schools serving poor communities operate, and also that many poor children do not live in poor neighbourhoods.
- Socio-economic gaps in education are far greater than ethnic or gender gaps. Among those from disadvantaged backgrounds, white and African-Caribbean pupils fare the worst at GCSE.
- Socio-economic disadvantage is equally as damaging for girls as it is for boys.
- Research has not revealed any strong area-level or geographical effects on attainment.
- Educational inequalities emerge in the pre-school years, but continue to grow throughout the primary and secondary school years.
- The social mobility chances of individual children may well be best increased via educational attainment. However, the overall level of poverty in society is driven by structural inequalities in our economy and society which clearly cannot be addressed simply by reforming schools.
Chapter 2: Educational Systems

Major changes in the UK education system since the 1960s include the shift from the tripartite system to comprehensivisation; the introduction of the GCSE; the diversification of school types and introduction of parental choice of school; and the introduction of league tables of schools. Is there evidence that changes in the UK education system over time have influenced socio-economic inequalities in education (Gregg & Macmillan 2010; Heath et al. 2013; Lupton et al. 2009)? There is evidence of lower levels of educational inequality in some school systems than in others. Is there evidence that international differences in educational inequalities can be attributed to differences in school systems (Jerrim 2011)? This chapter first considers change over time in the UK, before going on to consider international differences.

Change over time

This section draws heavily on Heath et al. 2013.

From 1944 to the mid 1960s, Britain had a ‘tripartite’ system of grammar schools, technical schools and secondary modern schools (Heath 2003). Grammar schools had an academic curriculum, technical schools a vocational curriculum, and secondary moderns, which catered for around 80% of young people, offered basic schooling typically leading to leaving school at the minimum leaving age. There has been a great deal of analysis of the move to Comprehensive education using the 1958 National Child Development Study (NCDS) (Cox & Marks 1980; Fogelman 1983; Heath & Jacobs 1999; Kerckhoff et al. 1996; Kerckhoff & Trott 1983; Marks et al. 1983; Steedman 1980; 1983a; b). The main conclusion to be drawn from this work is that Comprehensivisation made less difference to inequalities or standards than had been hoped by its advocates or feared by its critics. While some commentators have suggested that purported declining social mobility in the UK is due to the abolition of Grammar schools, this is challenged by Boliver and Swift (2011) who show that, among the NCDS children, the assistance to working class children provided by the grammar schools was cancelled out by the hindrance suffered by those who attended secondary moderns. Recent evidence (Macmillan 2014) suggests that income inequalities in adulthood were exacerbated in LEAs (Local Education Authorities) providing a selective system.

The comprehensive system was never introduced universally, with many grammar schools remaining, and Kent retaining the selective system in full. Private schools have of course continued throughout. The Conservative government elected in the 1980s introduced various reforms that could be seen as unravelling comprehensivisation. Schools were allowed to opt out of local authority control and measures to introduce competition between schools were introduced. The Blair government, elected in 1997, continued this drive towards increased differentiation and selection at 11+. The ‘specialist school’ initiative (originally introduced by the Conservatives) was expanded. Schools are allowed to select a proportion of their students according to ‘aptitude’. The expansion of ‘faith schools’ run by religious bodies has also been encouraged. Since the 1980s, governments of both parties have shared a common core of education policy, consisting of the two principles of accountability (league tables) and competition.
At different times and to different degrees, collaboration and mutual support between schools has also been encouraged.

**Changes in educational standards?**

Poor children may be helped by policies which increase standards across the board (even if they do not narrow the gaps between rich and poor), so it is useful to consider the debate over whether educational standards have been rising or falling over time in the UK. Official statistics have documented increased attainment over time in secondary schooling, with an accelerated growth in credentials achieved at 16+ after the introduction of the GCSE in 1988. Key stage testing was introduced in primary schools in 1991 for seven year olds and 1995 for 11 year olds, with dramatically rising levels of pupils gaining the 'expected' levels of attainment from 1995-2011.

However, it is difficult to assess to what extent this dramatic improvement reflects real progress in pupils' learning. The assessment standards may have changed over time, and improvements may simply reflect teaching to the test or other strategies to enhance notional performance. The essence of the problem is that test results are used for constructing school league tables and therefore introduced incentives for schools to find ways to present themselves in a favourable light. Their use for league tables therefore potentially undermined their value as measures of real change in attainment. In the case of GCSEs, arguably, the combination of the pressures of league tables with competition between examination boards for schools' custom made grade inflation likely.

**Changes in educational standards – independent studies**

The recent New Labour administration increased investment in schooling substantially as a proportion of GDP, as well as introducing various initiatives, so one may expect some improvement based on this. However, claims regarding educational standards during this period have been controversial. The main independent studies available, and the ones which Conservative critics of New Labour have cited, are those of the various cross-national programmes such as OECD’s Programme of International Student Assessment (PISA). PISA involves standardized tests in literacy, science and maths taken in the last year of lower secondary education, that is in year 11 (typically age 15). Figure 1 shows the scores for the UK in the four rounds of PISA that have been conducted so far. These scores are standardized ones, with the OECD average set to 500. They do not therefore tell us whether standards have increased in absolute terms (which is what the KS2 results reported in previous section purported to measure) but only how a country is performing relative to the OECD average.
Figure 1: UK test results in reading, maths and science: PISA

Source: PISA 2009 Results: What Students Know and Can Do: Student Performance in Reading, Mathematics and Science (Volume I) OECD.

The headline figures for PISA do show a decline in literacy, maths and science in the UK, relative to other countries, between 2000 (the first round of PISA) and 2009. As Jerrim (2011) points out, this is particularly sensitive politically as children who were tested in the first wave in 2000 would have had most of their (compulsory years) education under Conservative governments while those tested in 2009 would have had most of their education under Labour.

There are however considerable problems in drawing conclusions from these trends. These data have been subject to detailed methodological investigation by Brown et al (2007) and Jerrim (2011). Firstly, according to the OECD, the 2000 and 2003 samples for the UK did not meet the PISA response rate standards, and are therefore not suitable for comparison. Low response might well be associated with response bias, with participating schools perhaps being relatively successful ones. This bias may have reduced over time as response rates improved.

Probably even more importantly, there was a major change in England in 2004, but not in the other countries, in the timing of the tests during the school year. In the first two rounds the tests were conducted between March and May in schools. This was changed in England for the 2007 and 2009 waves to November/December of the same school year, that is five months earlier. This was an understandable change as schools and their students are under considerable pressure later in the year because of preparation for taking GCSEs (other countries not having high-stakes testing in year 11). Moving the test to earlier in the school year might well account for the improvement in school response rates. But it also means that English children sitting the tests in the two latest waves will have had around half a year’s less schooling than their peers in other countries. It would be odd if this was not associated with a decline in observed English students’ performance relative to other countries.
So, just as we are sceptical of Labour’s claims that standards rose substantially over their period in office, we are sceptical of Conservative claims based on PISA that standards, relative to those in other countries, fell. Moreover, as Jerrim points out, this decline is not replicated in other cross-national programmes of student testing such as the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). TIMSS is a programme developed by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) which tests children in years 4 and 8. Five rounds of testing have been carried out so far, and in contrast to PISA the results show little change or perhaps a small increase. Figure 2 shows the headline trends for England and Wales.

The contrast between the improvements in maths attainment in TIMSS and the marked decline in PISA is surprising. Jerrim points out that it is unusual cross-nationally for there to be such a large discrepancy between the changes estimates from the two sources. It is hard to think of substantive reasons why, for example, maths performance in years 4 or 8 should be improving while in year 11 it should be declining.

**Figure 2: England’s scores in Maths and Science 1995-2011. TIMSS**

![Graph showing TIMSS scores](image)


A third study that we can draw upon is the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS). This is another study developed by the IEA and tests the reading literacy of students in year 4. Like PISA and TIMSS scores are standardised.
As we can see from Figure 3, the three rounds of PIRLS shows a decline between 2001 and 2006 followed by a gain, leading to no trend overall, and suggesting the need for caution in interpreting the ups and downs in test scores. The safest conclusion is that there has probably been little change in British standards.

Much UK education policy has been driven by concerns about basic skills. Machin and Vignoles (2006) present evidence from the 1995 International Adult Learning Survey that, whereas in some countries, the youngest workers had the highest levels of basic skills, this was not true in the UK, despite increased investment in the education system.

The latest Skills for Life survey (Department for Business Innovation and Skills 2012) allows us to assess whether the youngest cohort, educated under New Labour, performs better or worse than its elders in terms of basic skills. The literacy and numeracy assessments used in the 2003 and 2011 Skills for Life surveys were identical, allowing scores to be compared across the two surveys, so we can also compare the youngest cohort in 2011 to young people of the same age in 2003. Unfortunately, the Skills for Life reports do not provide an analysis of whether inequalities between socio-economic groups have narrowed over time.

**Literacy**

Level 1 is considered to represent functional literacy, and is approximately the level expected of an 11 year old (National Audit Office 2008). Those scoring below level 1 (at entry levels 1-3 or below) may not be able to write short messages. There was no marked change overall in the proportion of respondents who failed to achieve functional literacy in the 2003 survey (16%) and the 2011 survey (15%). However, there does appear to have been a substantial rise in the proportion achieving level 2 or above, which is designed to be roughly equivalent to a GCSE A-C grade (from
44% to 57% overall). While this does indicate a clear improvement, we find that a similar improvement between 2003 and 2011 occurs in older age groups too. This suggests that the increase in the proportion achieving the highest literacy level cannot straightforwardly be attributed to changes in policies affecting schools.

**Figure 4: Literacy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Women)**

![Figure 4: Literacy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Women)](image)

**Source:** Skills for Life

**Figure 5: Literacy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Men):**

![Figure 5: Literacy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Men)](image)

**Source:** Skills for Life
**Numeracy**

Entry level 3 is deemed to represent functional numeracy, and reflects the curriculum level of a 9-11 year old. Adults who are below this level may struggle with understanding prices and bills. The proportion of respondents achieving this level declined marginally between the 2003 and 2011 surveys, from 75% to 73% for women and from 82% to 79% for men. Worryingly, this decline was most marked for the youngest group. Of women aged 16-24, 77% achieved functional numeracy in the 2003 survey, declining to 70% in the 2011 survey. The equivalent figures for men are 83% and 77%.

**Figure 6: Numeracy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Women)**

![Graph showing numeracy levels by age and gender from 2003 to 2011](image)

**Source:** Skills for Life

**Figure 7: Numeracy levels by age 2003 and 2011 (Men)**

![Graph showing numeracy levels by age and gender from 2003 to 2011](image)
So where does this leave us? Different sources of evidence suggest different conclusions, but all are beset by methodological problems. It seems safest to conclude that on balance there was little change over time in British levels of attainment relative to those in other countries. Since standards may well have been rising in other countries too, we would not rule out the possibility that absolute standards did rise modestly in Britain, and the Skills for Life Survey points in the same direction, at least for literacy. But there can be little doubt that the official results showing dramatic improvements in standards at KS2, GCSE and A level are grossly inflated.

**Levelling up?**

While the evidence on standards from the 1990s onwards is highly unsatisfactory and contentious, there is greater agreement on trends in inequality of educational achievements at the end of compulsory schooling. Four independent (non-governmental) studies using different datasets have all reached the same conclusion, namely that inequality has been declining.

First, in an analysis of PISA data Jerrim shows evidence of a reduction in the association between family background and average test scores between 2000 and 2009. The low response rates of the first two rounds of PISA might bias the results. However, this could have led to an underestimation of inequality in the earlier waves, as a low school response rate might disproportionately have affected disadvantaged schools and thus underestimated the extent of inequality. In this case, the reduction in inequality between 2000 and 2009 would also potentially be underestimated.

A second study by Gregg and Macmillan (2010), using a range of British data, looks at the strength of association between standardized family income and various measures of educational achievement such as the number of 'good' GCSEs obtained. They find that in the most recent data (LSYPE) covering students born in 1989-90, who would have reached the end of compulsory schooling in 2005-6 and thus would have experienced most of their primary and secondary schooling under New Labour, the background/attainment association was significantly weaker than it had been for children born 20 years earlier (as measured in the 1970 birth cohort study).

In a third study Lupton et al (2007) (see also Lupton & Obolenskaya 2013), using official data, showed a dramatic decline in school-level inequalities in GCSE results, as measured by the percentage of pupils in the school in receipt of Free School Meals (in effect a measure of poverty, not of social class). They also found, using the Youth Cohort Survey a modest reduction in social class inequalities measured at the individual level between 1996 and 2004.

The same problems however that affected comparisons over time in standards when using GCSE results also apply to measures of inequality in GCSE attainment. While the increasing inclusion of GCSE ‘equivalent’ qualifications in the third Labour administration will not have affected studies of trends up until 2005 or thereabouts, the problem of grade inflation remains. That is, 5 good GCSEs in 1997 will not
necessarily mean the same as 5 good GCSEs in 2005: the goalposts have been moved.

In order to deal with the issue of potential grade inflation at GCSE, we carried out a further study of our own using YCS data but ranking students according to their points score at GCSE. We compared class differences in achievement of scores in the top and bottom thirds of the distribution. In effect then we are standardising or ‘normalising’ achievement by looking at the chances of achieving (or avoiding) a given threshold in the distribution of scores. Using this method we found a modest decline in class inequalities between 1997 and 2003, although the decline was markedly greater if unstandardised scores were used. (See Sullivan et al 2011.)

Unfortunately, later waves of YCS do not provide sufficient information for the derivation of a point score, which means we cannot extend the time series beyond 2003. However all four studies do show some modest degree of equalisation over the first two Labour administrations, and while they are all beset by the usual methodological problems, they are at least independent studies using a range of different datasets and carried out independently of government. We do not find the wild variations in estimated trends that we found when investigating standards. This consensus is also very different from that achieved by studies of social mobility in the population as a whole, where debates continue.

While much of the analytical focus has been on GCSEs, since this is a crucial transition point in the British educational system, Gregg and Macmillan (2010) and Sullivan et al (2011) have also looked at class inequalities in the achievement of A levels at the end of upper secondary education. Here the evidence is more mixed with Gregg and Macmillan finding little change but Sullivan et al finding a modest narrowing of class differentials. However, the gap is still large, despite this modest reduction.

**International comparisons of the link between poverty and educational attainment**

There are a number of challenges to exploring the link between poverty and educational attainment using the three major international datasets described above. Firstly, standard measures of poverty are usually based upon household income. However information on family income is patchy within these databases. TIMSS does not include any information about family income. PISA includes a question on household income within the parental questionnaire, but most countries do not take part in this aspect of the study (only 14 of the 65 countries in PISA 2009 chose to conduct the parental questionnaire – and this did not include the UK). The parental questionnaire for PIRLS also includes a question on parental income, with this data available for England in 2001 and 2006 (but not 2011), although almost half of parents did not respond in this country (Jerrim & Micklewright 2012). Moreover, the single question used to record household income in the PIRLS and PISA studies is likely to be subject to a non-trivial degree of measurement error (Micklewright & Schnepf 2010). For these reasons, it is not possible to draw robust conclusions regarding the link between formal measures of poverty (based upon household income) and educational attainment using the international achievement datasets.
Despite this limitation, it is still possible to examine the relationship between socio-economic status (SES) and children’s test scores using international achievement datasets. However, one has to rely upon alternative measures of family background and social disadvantage. Four common measures are used: (i) parental occupation / social class, (ii) parental education, (iii) number of books in the home and (iv) a composite index of multiple (dis)advantages. A potential limitation is that these measures are all typically based upon children’s reports. Jerrim and Micklewright (2012b) have investigated this issue using the PISA and PIRLS datasets. They found that international comparisons of SES gradients using parental occupation are robust to who reports the parental occupation information (the parent themselves or their child). Cross-national comparisons of socio-economic inequalities based upon parental education are moderately robust, while those based upon children’s reports of books in the home are problematic. Marks (2011) finds that the use of different measures of family background (e.g. parental education, parental occupation and composite measures) produce broadly similar – though not identical – cross-country rankings of SES inequality in educational achievement.

Before presenting international evidence on the relationship between social disadvantage and educational attainment, it is worth explaining the added value of exploring such educational inequalities from a cross-national comparative perspective. To do so, I draw upon the theoretical framework of intergenerational persistence presented in Haveman and Wolfe (1995). See Figure 1. Children’s achievement is assumed to have two determinants - home investments (the time and goods that parents invest in their children’s development) and heredity. On this model, quality schooling is one possible mechanism through which parental investments operate. Poverty and social disadvantage is clearly related to the former, with children likely to score lower on achievement tests such as PISA, PIRLS and TIMSS due to a lack of adequate investment in their development. However, the latter (heredity) recognises that at least part of the link between poverty (or SES) and children’s outcomes could be due to genetic inheritance: bright parents tend to hold high socio-economic positions who produce offspring of above average intelligence. Hence the relationship between poverty and children’s achievement will reflect both ‘genetic’ and ‘environmental’ factors. This in turn makes it difficult to know whether the link between poverty (or social disadvantage more broadly defined) and low test scores is due to the poor environments in which children have been raised.

1 Note this discussion closely follows Jerrim (2012).
However, one way around this problem is to compare the link between SES disadvantage and children’s outcomes across a set of similar nations (Beller 2009, Blanden 2013). The intuition is that there is little reason to suspect the influence of genetic transmission (‘heredity’) to vary across countries. Thus any cross-national difference observed between social disadvantage and children’s outcomes is assumed to be due to the environments in which they have been brought up. In other words, countries where this link is strong are where disadvantaged children do not have the inputs they need to succeed.

Bearing this in mind, a selection of studies is reviewed below that have investigated the link between family background and children’s performance on the international achievement tests. One of the most frequently cited studies, particularly within the UK, is Schütz, Ursprung and Wössmann (2008). These authors used the TIMSS 1995 and 1999 datasets to investigate the link between family background and children’s TIMSS test scores across more than 50 countries. They find that England and Scotland to be at the bottom of the cross-national ranking, with the link between family background and children’s test scores stronger in these countries than almost any other comparable nation. However, caution should be exercised when interpreting this result as ‘books in the home’ is used to measure family background – which Jerrim and Micklewright (2012b) have shown to be problematic. We should also note that the number of books in the home is usually seen as a measure of parents’ cultural capital, and as one potential mediator of disadvantage due to poverty or low social class, rather than a direct measure of such disadvantage.

A similar exercise has been conducted by Jerrim (2012) using PISA 2009 data. This study has the advantage of being more recent and using a more robust measure of family background (parental occupation). This paper focuses on the achievement ‘gap’ between the most and least advantaged children in each country (defined as the top and bottom 20 per cent of the population based upon a continuous index of
parental occupation). He finds that England is around the middle of the cross-country SES achievement gap ranking, with some tentatively evidence that the relationship between family background and children’s test scores weakened between PISA 2000 (children born in 1984) and 2009 (children born in 1993). This paper also suggests that England may have an unusually strong relationship between social disadvantage and high achievement. Jerrim and Micklewright (2011) use PISA 2003 data to look at the separate effects of maternal and paternal education on children’s test scores. They find a slightly stronger link between parental education and children’s academic achievement in England than the average OECD country, but that there is little difference in the ‘impact’ of mothers and fathers. Marks (2008) has also investigated the relative importance of maternal and paternal education for children’s test scores using PISA 2000 data, and produced similar results.

One strand of cross-national research has focussed on the question of whether the extent of selection (or ‘tracking’) within school systems influences social inequality in children’s test scores. Between school tracking or selection refers to the segregation of children into different secondary schools based upon academic attainment at a young age (similar to grammar schools that still exist in certain parts of the UK)2. Unfortunately, evidence from these studies is inconclusive. Hanushek and Wöessmann (2006) argue that early tracking increases inequality in educational achievement, and suggest that ‘one channel for increasing inequality is re-enforcing the effects of family background.’ Using data on reading scores from PIRLS 2001 for 10 year olds and PISA data for 2000 for 15 year olds, Ammermueller (2006) finds that social origin becomes more important with age in countries with ‘a differentiated schooling system with various school types and a large private school sector.’ However, when conducting similar analyses using the international achievement datasets, Waldinger (2007) and Jakubowski (2010) failed to produce similar results; they found no evidence that such ‘tracking’ exacerbates SES inequalities. Jerrim and Micklewright (2012a) have recently undertaken a similar exercise and found that changes in educational inequalities across countries over time are sensitive to the specific empirical strategy used. The inconsistency of the conclusions reached mean that there is currently little robust cross-national comparative evidence to suggest that early school segregation of children by ability exacerbates social inequality in educational achievement.

Two other notable studies of the link between family background and children’s educational attainment are Peter, Edgerton and Roberts (2010) and Schlicht, Stadelmann-Steffen and Freitag (2010). The former found that continental European nations tend to have more educational inequality than ‘Anglo Saxon’ countries. Meanwhile, Schlicht et al (2010) found that countries with high educational expenditures seem to mitigate the influence of family background on children’s test scores. However, it is worth keeping in mind that the aforementioned studies are based upon correlational analysis only – neither provides proof that social welfare is causally related to educational inequalities.

---

2 Here we refer to between school tracking (segregation of children into different schools based upon academic potential) rather than within school tracking – including the division of children into different ability groups within schools. See Chmielewski, Dumont and Trautwein (2013) for international evidence on the effects of different types of tracking.
Table 1 provides a country ranking based on the strength of the link between socio-economic background and PISA reading scores. The UK has a strong link between socio-economic background and reading attainment. However, there are no very clear patterns in the data regarding the kinds of countries that appear to be less unequal. While Finland, Canada and Korea are interesting countries to highlight, there is no obvious commonality between them. We need to be wary therefore of drawing over-strong conclusions. We cannot infer, for example, that copying certain aspects of the Finnish education system would necessarily lead to a more equal pattern of educational attainment in the UK.

At this point, it is worth noting that all cross-national comparative studies of educational achievement based upon PISA, PIRLS and TIMSS share a similar limitation – the data is cross-sectional and not longitudinal. In other words, children’s achievement is measured at just one point in time (e.g. age 15 in PISA). This severely limits one’s ability to separate cause and effect. For instance, PISA test scores are influence by the experiences of children throughout the course of their life – from the in utero environment through to secondary schools. Consequently, in countries where socio-economic inequalities in educational achievement are large, it is extremely difficult to know what factor(s) are driving this. This is of particular importance for this review – it is not possible to attribute large socio-economic differences in educational achievement to the design of the schooling system per se.

A small number of cross-national comparative studies have emerged where longitudinal data from a small selection of countries is used to explore how SES differences in children’s test scores change as children age. The disadvantages of this approach, however, are that (i) only a small number of countries can be compared, and (ii) the data used is drawn from national surveys, and is therefore limited in terms of cross-national comparability. Blanden, Katz and Redmond (2012) use longitudinal data from the UK and Australia to investigate how educational inequalities compare in these two countries, and whether these disparities widen as children age. They find that educational inequalities in early test scores (up to age 7) are greater in the UK than Australia, but argue there is little evidence that these widen substantially in either country. Magnuson et. al. (2012) undertake a similar analysis for the United States and the former Avon district of England. Their analysis suggest that whereas standardised test scores may be relatively stable as children age in the two countries, the absolute difference in test scores widens between the age of 4 and 14. This is because the variance of kids absolute skills increases as they age, hence the absolute gap in schools between rich and poor grows because the variance grows, yet, the relative gap between them stays constant - the standardisation of scores removes any change in the variance that occurs over time. Haveman, Piraino, Smeeding and Wilson (2012) compare educational trajectories in Canada and the United States, finding that educational inequalities in both countries widen as children age. Finally, Bradbury et al (2012) find that the correlation between SES and early childhood cognitive outcomes (when children are approximately age 5) is stronger in the United States and the United Kingdom than in Canada and Australia. Essentially, longitudinal international comparisons have so far failed to identify cross-country differences in inequalities in children’s cognitive trajectories. So we cannot say, for example, that inequalities clearly widen more during the secondary school years in some countries than in others.
In conclusion, research indicates that there is a stronger relationship between parental social background and children’s test scores in the UK, or at least in England, than in many other rich countries. However, it is not possible to identify the extent to which specific features of the education system, as opposed to wider social policies, structural inequalities or cultural factors may lie at the root of this difference.

Table 1: Inequality in PISA reading test scores

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Socio-economic inequality</th>
<th>Test score dispersion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>104</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovak Republic</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Israel</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>103</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Socio-economic inequality refers to the reading test score increase per one unit increase in socio-economic advantage (as measured by the ESCS index defined within PISA). Test score dispersion is the standard deviation of PISA reading test scores.
Summary

- The move from the tripartite system to the comprehensive system in Britain made surprisingly little difference to educational inequalities, and did not lead to a decrease in social mobility. Recent evidence suggests that income inequalities are exacerbated by LEAs providing selective schooling.
- Assessing trends in educational standards over time and in inequalities in attainment over time is difficult due to the incommensurability of measures of attainment over time. However, there is some evidence of a narrowing of socio-economic differentials in attainment during the period from the late 1990s up to 2010.
- Research indicates that there is a stronger relationship between parental social background and children’s test scores in the UK, or at least in England, than in many other rich countries. However, it is not possible to identify the extent to which specific features of the education system, as opposed to wider social policies, structural inequalities or cultural factors may lie at the root of this difference.
Chapter 3: School Structures and School Composition

In this chapter we summarise the evidence on the effectiveness of particular types of schools in raising pupil attainment overall and for disadvantaged children in particular. Straight forward assessment of the success of a particular school structure is complex as different school types also tend to serve different populations of pupils. The best performing schools tend to have a more socio-economically advantaged intake (Jenkins et al. 2008; Sutton Trust 2006). The Sutton Trust have identified that in the 200 top state schools around 3% of pupils are eligible for free school meals, in comparison to the national average of 14%. Only 9% of the top 200 comprehensive state schools have an intake of free school meal eligible pupils above the national average, and 65% have intakes which include less than 5% of pupils eligible for free school meals (Sutton Trust 2006). This chapter also addresses methods of school place allocation and seeks to identify the implications of policies regarding how children are allocated to schools.

School Type

Academies

Academies represent a relatively new secondary school structure, with the first group of Academy schools opening in England in September 2002 under the Labour government (Machin & Vernoit 2011). Academy schools are state-funded schools which are not controlled by local government authorities, and are managed by private sponsors. The original academy schools replaced struggling schools in deprived areas with the objectives of improving the performance of pupils and the wider community by using innovative approaches to school organisation, management and teaching (Curtis et al. 2008b).

There has not been a vast quantity of research and evaluation of Academy schools and the currently available studies show mixed results. In an evaluation by the National Audit Office (2010) it was found that Academy schools had improved performance levels compared to the schools which they had replaced. The level of performance of Academy schools at GCSE had also improved faster than non-academy schools with similar intake characteristics (e.g. the number of children from disadvantaged backgrounds). Price Waterhouse Coopers (2008) found greater improvement in the attainment of Academy school pupils from Key Stage 2 to GCSE compared with the national average. However, they also note that there is a large degree of variability in performance between Academy Schools. Machin and Vernoit (2011) compared the performance of Academy schools to the performance of schools which went on to become academies later. Their results indicated that Academy schools did lead to improved performance at GCSE, but only once they had been established for some time. There was, again, a large degree of variability between Academies noted, with those schools which experienced the greatest increase in autonomy showing the greatest improvements in performance. The socio-economic characteristics of the school intake also seemed to change after a school became an Academy, attracting more advantaged students and including fewer students from disadvantaged social groups (Machin & Vernoit 2011). On the other hand, Gorard (2009; 2014) did not find any clear evidence that the Academy schools
outperformed the struggling schools which they replaced or similar local authority schools with equivalent intakes.

Overall, the evidence reveals a large degree of variability in school performance, indicating that Academy status does not necessarily lead to success. There is no evidence currently available on those characteristics of Academy schools which may explain this variability (e.g. the characteristics of the most successful Academies), whether this variability is a result of differences between schools before they became academies or indeed whether the variability between Academies is a result of changing characteristics of school intake. The number of Academy schools has expanded drastically under the Coalition government elected in 2010. The scheme has been extended to primary schools and is no longer focussed on improving the performance of struggling schools. There is currently no evidence for any benefit of converting schools which are already performing well to Academies (Gorard 2014). Machin and Vernoit (2011) warn that research evidence regarding the success of pre-coalition Academy schools should not be applied to these new schools and the effect of Academy school status on already successful schools is yet to be determined.

**Free Schools**

As part of the Coalition Government’s extension of the Academy schools programme in 2010, ‘Free’ schools were also introduced. Free schools are Academies, however they provide the opportunity for parents, teachers and the wider community (e.g. charities or religious groups) to establish a new school if they are unhappy with the provision available in their area. These schools are funded from central government in the same way as Academy schools but are run by a group or company selected by those setting up the school.

The first free schools opened in 2011 and there are currently 174 free schools in England (less than one per cent of all schools). There is not currently any evaluation available of the success of free schools. The 2013 inspection reports of free schools reported that three-quarters were rated as ‘good’ or ‘outstanding’ (Department for Education 2013). However, this does not indicate whether they are performing better than schools with similar intake characteristics, or whether they have improved on the educational provision previously available in the area.

The main underlying principles of both Academies and Free Schools are that increased ‘freedom’ from Local Authority control will allow schools to innovate, diversify and compete to provide the best education for pupils. This ‘marketisation’ principle in education is not new and has been widely critiqued (see Deidrich 2012; McMurtry 1991). Whitty and Power (2000) note that although marketisation reforms have led to cases of improved schools they have not led to a notable reduction in educational inequalities. A lack of Local Authority control can also lead to poor planning and wasted resources. For example, many Free Schools have opened in areas which already have a surplus of school places, whilst other areas are suffering from a school place shortage (NUT 2013).
Specialist Schools

The Specialist Schools Programme began in 1993, when a number of secondary schools in England were given “Technology College” status. The programme expanded to ten areas of specialism: Arts, Business and Enterprise, Engineering, Humanities, Language, Mathematics and Computing, Music, Science, Sport and Technology. The aim was for schools to specialise in specific areas of the curriculum in order to boost attainment. To achieve specialist school status schools needed to raise private sector sponsorship and show outstanding performance in their specialist area. Specialist schools were entitled to additional funds and from 1998 they were allowed to select 10% of their pupils. By the end of the programme in 2010, the vast majority of state secondary schools in England were specialist in some area.

An obvious concern about specialist schools is that the nature of the specialism tends to vary according to the social class profile of the pupils, with specialist schools in deprived areas more likely to specialise in for example sport rather than mathematics. This potentially restricts the curriculum available to children in poor areas, and exacerbates the British tendency towards early curriculum specialisation.

A number of annual evaluations of specialist schools have been undertaken (Jesson 2000; 2001; 2002; 2004; Jesson & Crossley 2007; Jesson & Taylor 2003). The main findings from these reports were that non-selective specialist schools achieved significantly higher results than non-selective non-specialist schools and that pupils in specialist schools showed greater improvement in their attainment (Jesson & Crossley 2007; Jesson & Taylor 2003). Jesson (2001) also suggests that specialist schools located in areas of high deprivation had the greatest level of improvement in attainment, although schools in deprived geographic areas do not necessarily serve their local community. Jesson’s methodology has been critiqued largely due to his analysis of aggregate school level patterns and a lack of attention to the influence of additional pupil characteristics (e.g. social disadvantage) on attainment (Schagen & Goldstein 2002).

Jenkins and Levacic (2004) attempted to overcome some of the weaknesses in Jesson’s evaluations by comparing specialist and non-specialist schools after controlling for a range of school and pupil characteristics such as: prior attainment, age, gender, size, free school meal eligibility, special educational needs and ethnicity. This study finds that overall pupils in specialist schools showed more progress than those in non-specialist schools. Schools which served more deprived populations (i.e. those with a greater proportion of pupils receiving free school meals) were particularly effective. Nevertheless, the effects were very small in size and variable across schools with different specialisms. Importantly, the analysis was based on the assumption of no selection bias in school intake as this could not be controlled for by the pupil and school characteristics available in the data (Jenkins & Levacic 2004). We know, however, that specialist schools could select up to 10% of their pupils which could in part explain the superior performance of some specialist schools.

In addition to the possible influence of selected school intakes, Smithers and Robinson (2009) warn that that Specialist schools became specialist because they were already successful and therefore any causal explanations as the success of specialist schools are extremely difficult. Taken together the evidence does suggest
that pupils in specialist schools, including those children and young people living in poverty, had marginally improved performance. However, due to selective school intakes and the lack of causal evidence there is not a strong evidence base on which to conclude that specialist schools were effective.

**Faith Schools**

State maintained faith schools are, in many respects, similar to non-faith state maintained schools: they follow the national curriculum, participate in national tests, and are inspected regularly by Ofsted. However, they teach the general curriculum with a particular religious character and have formal links with a religious organisation. Notably, faith schools are allowed to select their intake based on religion, although they must admit other applicants if they cannot fill all their places with their preferred pupils.

Studies of the intake characteristics of faith schools have found that faith school pupils are generally from more advantaged backgrounds, and have higher levels of prior-attainment before starting at the school (Allen & Wast 2011; Allen & West 2009a). Whilst there is evidence that faith schools do select pupils based largely on their parents’ religious convictions, they also appear to select on social background. Faith school pupils are more likely to come from higher income religious families than low income religious families, which suggests that selection to faith schools extends beyond faith based characteristics (Allen & Wast 2011). Allen *et al.* (2011) note that this is not necessarily an explicit principle of faith school selection, but that parents from more advantaged social groups may be better equipped to negotiate admissions processes leading to increased admission rates from advantaged groups.

Morris (2009) studied the performance of Catholic schools in England and found that after taking into account characteristics of the school’s intake (e.g. gender, ethnicity, free school meals eligibility, first language, children in care), Catholic faith schools showed better performance than non-faith schools. Morris (2009) suggests that a positive effect of Catholic faith schools on pupils performance may be due to the academically supportive environment which faith schools may provide, although this there is no clear description available of the form this environment would take or evidence that it differs from the learning environments of successful non-faith schools. Schagen and Schagen (2005) utilised a multi-level approach to the analysis of the effectiveness of faith schools. This study also controlled for characteristics of schools’ intake and prior attainment and found slightly higher GCSE attainment and also a slightly higher number of examination entries. This study suggested that the overall higher average levels of GCSE attainment may be accounted for by entry into an extra GCSE in religious education. Although Schagen and Schagen (2005) concluded that overall faith schools seemed to provide only marginally superior performance compared to non-faith schools, they also found variability between the effects of faith schools. Roman Catholic schools, in particular, showed superior performance in English and Jewish schools showed higher levels of overall attainment. Schagen and Schagen (2005) highlight that there are pupil characteristics which they were unable to control for in this study (e.g. ethnicity, the number of pupils with English as a second language, and levels of parental support) which could be associated with pupil performance.
Gibbons and Silva (2011) analysed the attainment of faith school pupils at the end of primary education (i.e. age 11). They found that pupils who attended faith schools did demonstrate better performance in Maths and English tests, however the benefit of attending a faith school could be explained by the school’s intake characteristics. Notably, higher levels of performance were not found in faith schools which did not control their own admissions process (Gibbons & Silva 2011).

Overall there is not a large evidence base in this area and the results are mixed. We tend to find that pupils attending faith schools do have marginally better levels of performance. However, the superior performance of faith school pupils may have more to do with their social advantage than the influence of the school itself (Gibbons & Silva 2011). Additionally, there is evidence that disadvantaged children are less likely to attend faith schools even if they come from a religious family (Allen & Wast 2011). Church attendance is linked to social class, and complying with faith schools’ demands regarding church attendance requires a significant investment of time from parents, sometimes years in advance of children applying for a place at the school. It is not surprising that poor parents are less likely to overcome these hurdles to achieving a place at a faith school.

Single Sex Schools

Single-sex schools were once a standard feature of UK education in both the primary and secondary sectors, however the number of single-sex state schools in the UK fell 80 per cent in the last few decades of the 20th century and are now very rare (Robinson & Smithers 1999). Studies have suggested that single-sex schools can enable boys to be more expressive, emotional and responsive as they do not have to maintain a ‘laddish’ image in front of girls (Sukhnandan et al. 2000; Swan 1998; Warrington & Younger 2003). However, there are also concerns that teaching classes of all boys might be more challenging and disruptive (Jackson 1999). Teaching girls together may allow them to escape the disruptive behaviour of boys (Ball & Gewirtz 1997; Blackmore et al. 2004). Furthermore, there have been suggestions that girls schools provide the opportunity to challenge gender stereotypes and improve female affinity for mathematics and science (Sukhnandan et al. 2000).

The evidence on the effectiveness of single-sex schools is mixed. Mael et al. (2005) conducted a review of the literature and found a mix between studies indicating positive effects of single-sex schools on pupils’ attainment and studies which found no effect. However there was only one study which suggested that co-educational schools led to better performance than single-sex schools (Mael et al. 2005).

Studies in this area have been hampered by a lack of control for school-intake and additional school characteristics (Mael et al. 2005; Smithers & Robinson 2006). Taking these additional features into account, Signorella et al. (2013) conducted a meta-analysis of the evidence and concluded that the additional features of schools and pupils (e.g. social advantage) can account for differences in attainment between single-sex and co-educational schools (Signorella et al. 2013). This finding was also demonstrated by Robinson and Smithers (1999) in their study of the GCSE and A-level attainment of boys and girls in single-sex and co-educational schools. Although
single-sex schools showed better overall performance, this was accounted for by 
academic selection and the socio-economic status of the school-intake.

However, there may be more nuanced benefits of single-sex education beyond 
overall attainment levels. Sullivan (2009) found that girls rated their abilities in maths 
and sciences higher if they went to an all-girls school. Boys on the other hand rated 
their abilities in English higher if they went to an all-boys school (Sullivan 2009). 
Similarly, boys and girls who attended single-sex schools showed increased 
attainment in gender-atypical subject areas (Sullivan et al. 2010a), suggesting that 
single-sex schools may contribute to breaking down gender stereotypes. However, 
there is no robust evidence of particular advantages of single-sex schooling for 
disadvantaged pupils.

**Allocation Policies**

Throughout the previous sections of this chapter we have often concluded that the 
effectiveness of schools can be mostly accounted for by a larger proportion of more 
advantaged pupils in the school-intake. This section considers the methods by which 
pupils are allocated to schools, and specifically evaluates evidence regarding the 
extent to which school allocation policies can help children and young people in 
poverty access the best performing schools.

**Selective Schools**

The secondary school system in Northern Ireland allocates pupils to grammar or 
comprehensive schools based on test performance and five per cent of secondary 
schools in England also use this method of place allocation (Lupton et al. 2013). 
There are no selective state schools in Wales or Scotland (Lupton et al. 2013). Pupils 
from poor backgrounds, indicated by free school meal eligibility, are much less likely 
to attend a selective school compared to their more advantaged peers, even when 
their prior level of educational attainment is taken into account (Atkinson et al. 2007; 
Coe et al. 2008).

Overall the evidence shows that selective schools show greater levels of pupil 
performance and progress (Coe et al. 2008; Levacic & Marsh 2007; Schagen & 
Schagen 2005). Furthermore, the benefits of a selective school are particularly 
noteworthy for those pupils who had the lowest levels of prior attainment and these 
pupils performed better than their counterparts who attended non-selective schools 
(Schagen & Schagen 2005). A similar result was also found in the Northern Irish 
context in Guyon et al.’s (2012) study of the effect of an increase in the number of 
selective-school places. Overall Guyon et al. found that the expansion in selective 
schools led to an overall increase in GCSE and A-Level results at the end of 
schooling, as a result of an increased number of pupils in selective track schools. 
This result suggests that pupils who were previously excluded from the selective track (i.e. due to a smaller number of places) could benefit from attendance at the 
selective schools. In a similar study, Maurin and McNally (2007) found that 
economically disadvantaged pupils who were admitted to selective schools showed 
an improvement in their examination performance relative to those attending non- 
selective schools.
Maurin and McNally (2007) conclude that the barriers which prevent children in poverty gaining access to selective schools (e.g. poor prior attainment) have an important influence on educational inequality as children in poverty do appear to benefit from attending selective schools if given the opportunity. Although, there also seem to be additional barriers to grammar school admittance of children from disadvantaged backgrounds, which extend beyond prior attainment. Cribb et al. (2013) note, for example, that two thirds of pupils who achieve Key Stage 2 level 5 in English and Maths and are not eligible for free school meals, go to a grammar school. In contrast, only 40% of pupils eligible for free school meals, with the same level of prior attainment attend grammar schools.

Besides the 7% of secondary school pupils in England who attend independent fee-paying schools, there are still 164 selective grammar schools (Sutton Trust 2013). Additionally, the best performing secondary schools are effectively selective because they serve advantaged geographical areas which are not populated with large numbers of pupils living in poverty (Sutton Trust 2013). Overall, selective schools have benefits for those who attend them and disadvantages for those who are excluded from them. The poor are found disproportionately in the latter group (i.e. 4% of pupils in grammar schools in England live in the poorest fifth of neighbourhoods and 34% live in the richest fifth of neighbourhoods (Cribb et al. 2013).

**Banding**

Banding is a method of school allocation whereby pupils are separated into bands based on test performance, and then an equal balance of pupils from each band are allocated to schools. The aim is to create a true comprehensive, reducing segregation and representing a full distribution of pupils. There is some evidence which suggests that banding could contribute to reducing educational inequalities. Zimmer and Toma (2000) found that in classes where the presence of high performing pupils increased the overall level of performance of a class, improvements were also seen in the individual level performance of the least able class members. Conversely, Strand (1997) found that classes with high levels of students eligible for free school meals, with generally lower levels of attainment, displayed depressed performance over and above the effect of individual pupils’ free school meal entitlement.

A study of banding in London schools (Inner London Education Authority 1990) found that schools with a greater proportion of pupils in the top band had superior GCSE examination performance over and above that which would be expected for the actual number of top band pupils present. At the same time, where there was a higher proportion of pupils in the lower bands there was lower than expected levels of attainment.

Overall there is very little direct evidence on the effects of banding, crucially the interpretation of results which suggest that overall school composition can have additional effects on individual level attainment have been critiqued (Gorard 2006; Nash 2003). Gorard (2006) argues that these studies lack adequate data on pupil characteristics to be certain of the robustness of these effects. Therefore, the evidence reported here should be treated with caution. More evidence is required to understand the influence of mixed school compositions on educational attainment,
and particularly to understand the mechanisms by which these effects would come about.

**Parental Choice**

Since the Education Reform Act 1988, parents in England have been able to indicate a preference for which school their child attends. As funding is linked to the number of pupils on the school role, parental choice may provide an incentive for schools to compete for pupils by improving their standards. However, there are a number of studies which suggest that parents may differ in their preferences for schools (i.e. not all parents appreciate the same school characteristics). As not all parents are choosing schools based on the same reasoning, the chances of between school competition are limited and parental choice may, therefore, exacerbate school segregation.

Germertz *et al.* (1995) find that less advantaged parents are not as skilled at choosing the most successful schools as their more advantaged counterparts and they make decisions based on different preferences. Less advantaged parents are more likely to believe that all schools available offer a reasonable standard of education, and view success or failure as related more to the capability of their child to learn, therefore reducing the emphasis on selecting the ‘best’ school (Ball & Vincent 2007; Reay & Ball 1997). More deprived parents may also be more likely to take into account the child’s preferences (e.g. desire to remain with a friendship group) in their choice of school (Ball & Vincent 2007; Reay & Ball 1997). Burgess *et al.* (2009) examined parents preferences for primary schools and found that more advantaged parents stated that academic standards determined their choice of school, whereas more disadvantaged parents were more likely use proximity to determine their choice. Given differences in school preference, allocation policies based on parental choice may act to maintain or exacerbate educational inequalities if more disadvantaged parents select themselves out of the highest performing schools.

Advocates of school choice and competition argue that competition between schools will inevitably raise standards. However, the influence of competition per se on standards is difficult to pin down empirically, and evidence suggests that competition from self-governing and faith schools has not driven up standards in neighbouring schools (Allen and Burgess 2010). Gorard *et al.* (2001a) found that schools have become significantly less segregated since the introduction of parental choice, but these patterns of less segregation and more equality cannot be attributed directly to the increase in parental choice. No causal claims can be made as to the success of this policy based on Gorard *et al.*’s (2001a) study since many changes in schools and education policy occurred in this period, alongside wider changes in society and the economy. Machin and McNally (2011) conclude that despite efforts to increase parental choice in the English education system, school choice in itself does not seem to contribute to reducing educational inequalities.

**Catchment Areas**

In Scotland and Wales, school admissions operate largely based on catchment areas. Pupils attend the local school designated to them, although parents do have
the right to apply to attend an out-of-catchment school in certain circumstances. In England, popular, oversubscribed schools operate a catchment areas allocation policy where places are given in the first instance to pupils who live within a defined geographical area.

The evidence on the impact of catchment area allocation policies is largely based on the analysis of the impact of successful schools on the prices of houses in the catchment area. The evidence indicates that more advantaged parents are able to secure places at more successful schools by moving to a good catchment area or by taking schools into account when selecting their housing location (Leech & Campos 2003). The increased demand for housing in these ‘good’ catchment areas does appear to increase housing prices. Leech et al. (2003) examined the case of two highly popular schools in England, and found that their catchment areas commanded a house price premium. A report by Reform Scotland (2014) suggests that parents pay to send their children to the best state schools in Scotland by paying to live in expensive catchment areas. Gibbons et al. (2012) conducted a more refined study which attempted to overcome a range of methodological problems in analyses of house price premiums in popular school catchment areas. This study again finds that families pay higher house prices to stay in areas with schools which are likely to raise their child’s educational attainment. There is a lack of evidence which explicitly considers the effect of catchment area school allocation policies on either social segregation within schools or the educational attainment of pupils. However, we know that advantaged parents are able to use their wealth to access the schools of their choice under this allocation policy.

Lotteries

The School Admissions Code 2008 gave schools the option of using lotteries, or random ballots, to allocate places to pupils. Lottery schemes aim to provide an egalitarian approach to school place allocation by giving each child an equal probability of selection to a school, regardless of the socio-economic advantage of their parents. The effectiveness of lotteries in reducing school segregation will clearly depend on the way in which they are implemented. Evidence regarding Brighton and Hove’s reforms suggests that they are unlikely to substantially reduce segregation across schools without changes in the catchment boundaries (Allen et al. 2013).

Studies from lottery based school admissions policies in the US have indicated that pupils allocated school places by lottery demonstrate improved test performance compared to those who did not gain access to the school (Greene et al. 1997). A particularly positive effect of student test performance has been found for pupils from low-income families who gain a place at a high performing school using a lottery (Hoxby 2004). However, we might expect that children who gain places to successful schools, by whatever means, would demonstrate improved performance in comparison with their less lucky counterparts who attend less successful schools. Indeed Cullen et al. (2003) found little evidence that gaining a lottery place in the Chicago Public School system resulted in higher levels of attainment for pupils in poverty, which may emphasise the great importance of home background over and above school characteristics in determining educational success (see Chapter 4).
Clearly, there is potential for lotteries to be used effectively to reduce social segregation within schools. However, there is currently a weak evidence base available regarding whether random allocation to schools can reduce educational inequalities. Research is required to not only study the influence of lotteries on the attainment of children in poverty but also to analyse the extent to which lotteries reduce social segregation in schools. Notably, lotteries are often used only in oversubscribed schools and parents have to choose to enter their child in the lottery. Given the possible differences in parental preferences described previously it could be possible that more disadvantaged parents will not participate in lotteries and more advantaged children may remain over-represented in the best performing schools.

**Summary**

Overall, there are differences in the performance of pupils who attend different types of schools, however many of these differences could be accounted for by the more advantaged characteristics of the school’s intake. Studies have emphasised that the major influence on a child’s educational attainment comes from outwith school (Rasbash et al. 2010a). Therefore we need to carefully consider a school’s intake in order judge how effective or successful the school is. For those schools which did show superior performance more research is required in order to identify the mechanisms of school success (i.e. what specific features of the school mediated improvement in pupil performance), however this is extremely complex as policy changes do not often occur in isolation. The evidence on school allocation policies emphasise that parents from advantaged social backgrounds are able to use their advantage to secure places at the best schools. There is also tentative evidence that more deprived parents may value school characteristics other than academic performance when selecting a school for their child.

In terms of the effectiveness of different schools types we find that:

- There is mixed evidence on Academies. It is important to note that the available evaluations of Academy schools relate to those schools which were struggling before being converted into Academies. Many of the newest Academies were already successful before conversion, and there is no evidence to suggest that these schools are more successful than schools with comparable intakes. Academies do not appear to have been successful in reducing SES segregation between schools.
- There is not currently any clear evidence available on the effectiveness of free schools.
- The evidence suggests that specialist schools may have marginally improved pupil performance, but this is likely to be due to the selection of pupils. There is no evidence that specialist schools have improved opportunities for poor children, and there are concerns that specialist schools lead to early curriculum specialisation which may limit future opportunities for poor children.
- The evidence indicates that faith schools perform well in the league tables; however this is likely to be accounted for the characteristics of the pupils who attend these schools. Faith schools generally serve pupils from more advantaged social backgrounds and children from disadvantaged families are
less likely to attend a faith school even if they come from a religious family. Therefore, faith schools are likely to exacerbate educational inequalities.

- Evidence on the effectiveness of single-sex schools suggests some benefits, but there is no robust evidence for a particular benefit for poor pupils.

In terms of the impact of school allocation policies we find that:

- Selective schools show greater pupil performance and progress, but are least likely to serve poor pupils.
- The effect of school composition is well established in the literature. Children who attend schools with a higher proportion of high-attaining pupils or pupils of high socio-economic status perform better than similar children in schools with a high proportion of poor and low attaining pupils. This may be due to peer effects, the disciplinary environment, and influences of school composition on the type of teacher the school can attract and the type of curriculum offered. This suggests that one way of helping poor pupils would be to decrease school segregation. Banding and school lotteries are both promising avenues for achieving this, but more research is needed to establish whether these are effective at reducing segregation and improving the attainment of the worst off.
- There is evidence that more disadvantaged parents may make different decisions than more advantaged parents when selecting a school (e.g. they may prefer proximity to performance, or be less well informed). However, the available evidence indicates that school segregation did not increase after the introduction of parental choice.
- The evidence indicates that more advantaged parents are able to take advantage of school catchment area policies by moving to the catchment areas of the most successful schools.
Chapter 4: School and Teacher Quality

A frequently proposed explanation as to why children and young people living in poverty have lower levels of educational attainment is that they attend poor quality schools and are taught by poor quality teachers. There are clearly large differences in examination performance between schools; in 2013 in the best performing state secondary schools in England, 100% of pupils gained at least five GCSEs at grades A*-C including English and Maths. Yet, in the worst performing state secondary school only 47% of pupils attained this benchmark level of performance.

Nevertheless, educational attainment is influenced by a complex range of factors outside of school; including individual characteristics, family environment, neighbourhood and peers. Taking this multifaceted range of influences into account, there is a longstanding debate on the extent to which variations in performance between schools occurs as a result of differences in quality of educational provision, or whether variations in pupil performance can be accounted for by what children bring to their education from outside school. Clearly there is an interaction between the two, and schools serving poor neighbourhoods deal with an array of additional challenges, including emotional, welfare and disciplinary issues (Lupton 2005).

This chapter begins by evaluating the extent to which schools influence educational attainment. We then summarise research evidence regarding the effectiveness of key school and teacher characteristics in improving educational attainment and alleviating poverty-related educational inequalities.

Do schools vary in quality?

To adequately summarise the evidence in the area of school and teacher quality it is first necessary to consider whether we are able to fairly judge the extent to which schools vary in their contribution to the educational performance of pupils. Standardised tests are widely regarded as valid and objective measures of what children have learnt and are often treated as an indicator of the quality of education provided by schools. Each year the Department for Education in England publishes performance information for GCSE and A-Level examinations in secondary schools, and Key Stage 2 examinations in primary schools.

Commonly known as ‘league tables’, these resources receive a large amount of political and media attention, however researchers have argued that these between-school comparisons of examination performance tell us more about differences in the intake of schools than education quality (Goldstein & Leckie 2008; Goldstein & Spiegelhalter 1996; Leckie & Goldstein 2009). Gorard (2010) notes that the best

---

3 Ofsted (Office for Standards in Education, Children’s Services and Skills) inspect schools and produce publicly available reports. Schools are judged as: outstanding, good, satisfactory or inadequate based on inspection, and the reports also provide suggestions for improvements to be made. These reports are useful in assessing an individual school’s performance but do not allow schools to be compared (other than on their four-point score) and do not take into account variations in school intake.

4 Similar information is published for schools in Wales. In Scotland performance information is provided for examinations in secondary school only. Northern Ireland does not publish school performance data.
performing schools tend to serve more advantaged children who have a higher probability of educational success, irrespective of the influence of schools themselves.

A response to this critique has been the introduction of value-added measures; these measures aim to give an indication of the effectiveness of schools in improving their pupils' attainment over time. For example, in addition to the number of GCSE A*-C passes which a school achieves, a value-added score is calculated by comparing each pupil's GCSE results with those of other students who had similar prior attainment levels measured at Key Stage 2. However, there are still major weaknesses in this approach (see Goldstein & Spiegelhalter 1996), notably prior attainment and educational progress is also influenced greatly by a pupil's home background and therefore value-added measures may act simply to obscure patterns of inequality in educational attainment related to the intake of schools (Gibson & Asthana 1998). A further, more refined, attempt to represent variations in school quality involves the use of contextual value-added indicators (Ray 2006). These measures take account of differences in school intakes based on characteristics of the school's pupils such as: gender, special educational needs, eligibility for free school meals, first language, ethnicity, children in care, and the level of deprivation in the area where a child lives.

However, the data available for the production of contextual value-added measures contain a large amount of missing information and rely on proxy variables such as area deprivation rather than information on the individual pupils themselves. It is therefore likely that these datasets include incorrect values for a number of children in each school and therefore analysts have argued that they fail to effectively control for the characteristics of school intake (Gorard 2010; Gorard & See 2013).

Additionally, there are also further methodological concerns with the measurement of school quality, performance indicators are highly volatile and can vary from year to year (Gorard & See 2013; Kane & Staiger 2002). One cause of these fluctuations may be the small sample sizes of pupils in each year group within schools, which are not a strong basis on which to securely judge school performance (Leckie & Goldstein 2009). Overall, it is clear that these mainstream methods of measuring variation in the quality of schools are ineffective and it would be misleading to attempt to identify the 'best' or highest quality schools in the country based on these methods (Gorard & See 2013).

Studies that have sought to partition the influence which schools and other factors, such as family background, have on the educational attainment of children and young people have concluded that the majority of variation in attainment is attributable to characteristics of school intakes rather than schools themselves (Reynolds et al. 1996; Sammons 1999). Rasbash et al. (2010a) found that only 20% of variance in educational progress could be attributed to schools. Bernstein (1970) famously stated that 'education cannot compensate for society', and the critical review of evidence on performance indicators provided here suggests that the influence of factors outside school remain great. However, that is not to say that schools should not strive to improve their practice or that they cannot be designed to minimise the impact of inequality on educational outcomes. Evidence from the field of school effectiveness research seeks to identify differences in practice between and
within schools and attempts to describe what the most effective schools and teachers look like, and the remainder of this chapter describes the evidence regarding the extent to which key characteristics of schools and teachers can improve educational performance.

**School Characteristics**

**Discipline and Behaviour**

Children from disadvantaged backgrounds have been found to exhibit higher levels of hyperactivity, conduct problems and peer problems in primary school, and these behavioural problems negatively impact on their attainment (Goodman & Gregg 2010). At secondary school, children living in poverty are more likely to demonstrate: antisocial behaviour; engage in truancy; and be subject to suspension and exclusion (Goodman & Gregg 2010). These behavioural problems have been shown to result in poorer GCSE attainment (Goodman & Gregg 2010). Tackling these behavioural problems in school may impact on the influence of poverty on educational inequality.

The research evidence suggests that authoritative approaches to school discipline (i.e. the enforcement of high standards in combination with warmth, communication and understanding) can lead to improved behavioural outcomes in comparison to authoritarian school discipline approaches (i.e. the enforcement of high standards with a lack of responsiveness to pupils) and indifferent approaches that fail to enforce discipline (Pellerin 2005). Gill et al. (2004) has also found evidence that suggests that in American high schools where pupils perceived a warm and responsive approach to discipline, inequalities in mathematics achievement in relation to socioeconomic status were reduced. The evidence appears to indicate that the enforcement of high standards of discipline alongside fairness, warmth and positive relationships between pupils and teachers may have positive impacts on the educational outcomes of children and young people living in poverty.

Whilst discipline has traditionally been enforced in schools by way of punishments (e.g. lines, detentions, suspensions and exclusions) (Howard 2009), evidence has indicated that punishment can inadvertently reinforce negative patterns of behaviour (Bandura 1962). Positive reinforcement of good behaviour in schools may be effective in improving outcomes and can be relatively symbolic involving house points, certificates or ‘star charts’ (Dunne et al. 2007; Johnson et al. 2006). There have been concerns cited that positive enforcement practices can reduce pupils’ motivation and their intrinsic interest in learning (Holt 1983; Tegano et al. 1991), however these claims have not been supported with empirical evidence (Cameron & Pierce 2002; Eisenberger et al. 1999). Positive enforcement programmes also need not focus only on those children demonstrating high attainment; they can be tailored to individual performance and improvement or behavioural compliance to address the needs of specific groups of children (Dunne et al. 2007).

**Uniforms**

School uniform policies are widespread in the UK; however there is not any clear evidence that the enforcement of strict school dress codes have a positive effect on
behaviour, performance or attainment. Rigorous reviews and analyses of the influence of school uniforms have been unable to find a clear link between uniforms and attainment (Loesch 1995; Scherer 1991). Analysis of the large scale US National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 failed to find an association between uniforms and academic achievement when other characteristics of pupils and their schools were taken into account (Brunsma & Rockquemore 1998). Although there is no evidence that uniforms improve educational attainment, the authors of these studies have emphasised that uniforms could impact on other positive school characteristics such as school ethos. Nevertheless, there is no evidence for this.

**Time Spent in School**

Studies have indicated that children from disadvantaged groups show more equal rates of educational improvement compared to their more advantaged peers when school is in session (Downey et al. 2004). During school holidays disadvantaged children, in particular, tend to show a reduction in their maths and reading skills (Cooper et al. 1996). There have been suggestions that increasing the amount of time which children spend in school, whether by increasing the length of the school day or decreasing the length of school holidays, will improve educational attainment.

A number of studies have utilised ‘natural experiments’ to study the influence which time spent in school has on test performance (e.g. by looking at variations in examination dates or unplanned school closures). These studies provide evidence that additional days of instruction can result in improved test scores (Fitzpatrick et al. 2011; Marcotte & Hernelt 2008; Sims 2008). Reviews of studies which have investigated student performance according to structured differences in school schedules (e.g. length of school day or length of school term) have suggested that there is likely to be a positive effect of increasing the time which children spend in school (Cooper et al. 2003; Karweit 1985; Patall et al. 2010). However the evidence base is weak and any observed effects are small (Cooper et al. 2003; Karweit 1985; Patall et al. 2010).

Looking to cross-national evidence, Stevenson’s (1986) analysis of school time and educational attainment between countries did find correlational evidence of an association between time spent in school and educational attainment. However, this study also found that these cross-national variations in attainment were apparent even before children entered school and emphasised that schools differ in a multitude of ways between countries which could influence attainment. Cross-national comparisons of school schedules do not therefore provide clear evidence on this issue.

There are very few longitudinal studies that focus on the cumulative effects which extending the time spent in school could have on children’s attainment throughout their educational career. Urdegar’s (2009) evaluation of a large-scale extended school day programme in the US found that over three years, pupils in schools with extended school days performed no better on average than a comparable group of students who did not experience extended time in school.

An additional complexity in this area is that the effectiveness of additional school time may interact with variables such as behaviour, motivation and engagement with
learning. Additional time spent in school may not be equally effective for all groups of pupils and could be counterproductive for some (Fredrick & Walberg 1980), however there is no clear evidence on these issues available. There is some tentative evidence that more time in school is not always positive. Wheeler’s (1987) study of the influence of the length of the school day in California schools on educational test performance found a curvilinear effect of time, which indicated that the longest school days did not necessarily result in the best test scores.

Overall, it is clear that the evidence base on the effect of increasing the time children and young people spend in school is complex. Generally positive or neutral effects are found for increasing the amount of time children spend in school but more research is required to come to clear conclusions. We also lack evidence on important features of this issue such as: the optimal amount of time for improved outcomes; the longitudinal effects of increasing time in school; the effects which increasing time in school may have on specific groups of children who may already struggle within existing school time; as well as considerations of the wider effects of increased time in school on other aspects of young people’s lives (e.g. participation in extra-curricular activities).

**Setting and Streaming**

Schools may employ some form of ability grouping in an attempt to provide the most effective form of instruction. Ability grouping within schools is generally based on either streaming (i.e. where pupils are split into several hierarchical groups and remain in these groups for all classes) or setting (i.e. where pupils are split into separate ability-based classes for certain subjects). Recent analysis of streaming in primary schools in England finds that around 16 per cent of children in the second year of primary school are taught in ability-grouped classes (Hallam & Parsons 2012). There is not a large body of evidence on the effectiveness of ability grouping within schools for improving educational attainment or reducing educational inequalities.

Harlen and Malcolm (1999) reviewed the evidence on setting and streaming in primary and secondary schools in the US and the UK. Overall, the review concludes that there is no clear evidence that educational attainment is improved as a result of ability grouping within schools. More recent evidence on the influence of setting and streaming on GCSE attainment, also finds that there are no significant effects of setting or streaming on attainment in English, mathematics or science (Ireson et al. 2005).

On the other hand Collins and Gan (2013) find a positive effect of ability grouping in US schools, this positive effect is found for both high ability and low ability students and is consistent with the theory that ability grouping allows teachers to more effectively teach students with a narrower distribution of needs. Kulik and Kulik (1982) conducted a meta-analysis of studies carried out on ability grouping in secondary schools found that there were significant benefits of ability grouping on attainment but that these effects were very small. Furthermore, although studies of tracking into ‘high ability’ or ‘gifted’ classes showed notable effects, the influences of
tracking for pupils with low levels of performance were almost zero (Kulik & Kulik 1982).

Overall, the results of studies on setting and streaming are mixed. There are indications that streaming and setting seem to have a minimal influence on educational attainment, but this may also vary for high performing and low performing pupils. More research is needed to identify the particular influence which this school feature has on the educational outcomes of children in poverty.

### Class Sizes

The extent to which class sizes within schools can influence educational outcomes has received considerable research attention. There are a number of reviews of the evidence base which have concluded that there is evidence that reductions in class size do lead to improvements in educational outcomes (Blatchford & Mortimore 1994; Finn & Achilles 1999; Konstantopoulos 2009; Schanzenbach 2007). However, some studies have come to contradictory conclusions, Hanushek’s (2002) summary of the evidence found that studies showed effects which were both positive, negative and non-significant. Slavin’s (1989) review of experimental studies concluded that even where schools had made substantial reductions in class sizes, the impacts on achievement were minimal.

Goldstein and Blatchford (1998) have expressed concerns over the methodological rigour of many studies in this area, and have emphasised that studies have suffered from poor designs and inadequate analysis. Importantly, the effects of class size reductions vary according to the size of the class and the age group of the pupils. Taking these specificities into account Blatchford et al.’s (1994) review emphasised that there was firm evidence of a class size effect but only in the early years of primary education and only when class sizes were smaller than twenty. In a notable large UK study of ‘Class Size and Pupil Adult Ratio’ (CASPAR), children were studied in the first years of primary school over a three year period (Blatchford 2003; Blatchford et al. 2002). Significant class size effects were found in attainment of literacy and mathematics in the first year of primary school. The benefits of smaller classes for literacy attainment were particularly notable for lower-attaining children (a group of which poor children form a disproportionate part). However, the study did not find benefits of class sizes in the subsequent two years studied, suggesting that class size effects were most prominent in the first year of school. The Tennessee Student/Teacher Achievement Ratio (STAR) programme also provides evidence that small classes can raise attainment for young children in the first years of primary school (Boyd-Zaharius 1999).

Borland et al. (2005) suggest that the contradictory findings of previous studies may occur as a result of a non-linear association between class sizes and educational outcomes, there may be class size above and below which the learning environment is not optimal for improving educational outcomes.

Studies have also emphasised that the key to the positive effect of reducing class sizes is the effective utilisation of classroom strategies which maximise the teaching opportunities that small classes provide (Anderson 2000; Blatchford et al. 2008). Blatchford et al.’s (2008) in-depth observation of classroom practices found that in
smaller classes: pupils received more individual attention; there was more active interaction between pupils and teachers; a reduction of off-task pupil behaviour, particularly in secondary schools; and improved classroom management of disruptive behaviour (Blatchford et al. 2008). It is differential classroom processes like these which are held to mediate the effects of reduced class sizes on educational attainment (Blatchford et al. 2008). However, studies also indicate that teachers do not always take advantage of the teaching techniques which could lead to improved outcomes in smaller classes, and continue to teach using the methods required for larger groups (Betts & Shkolnic 1999; Evertson & Randolph 1989; Graue et al. 2009). Teachers of small classes who do not alter their pedagogical techniques to take advantage of small class teaching may not, therefore, facilitate improvements in educational attainment.

School Resources

School resources can encompass many aspects of school spending such as: overall expenditure per student; interventions including additional spending on technology, infrastructure and material resources; or staff costs (Vignoles et al. 2000). A number of reviews in the US context have argued that there is not a strong consistent relationship between expenditure on schools and the educational outcomes of pupils (Burtless 1996; Hanushek 1986; 1989; 1997; Hanushek et al. 1996). Although, Hanushek (2008) notes that many of the research studies available suffer from methodological weaknesses (see also Hedges et al. 1994; Laine et al. 1996).

Steele et al. (2007) note that a major weakness in the evidence base is the lack of control for unobserved characteristics of schools (e.g. school intake characteristics) which affect both the funds allocated to schools and the attainment of pupils (i.e. in the UK schools with higher concentrations of lower attaining pupils gain additional funding per child). Ignoring the relationship between funding and pupil characteristics is likely to obscure the true relationship between resources and educational outcomes. Studies that take into account pupil characteristics have found statistically significant positive effects of resources on educational outcomes (Dearden et al. 2001; Dolton & Vignoles 2000).

Holmlund et al. (2010) studied the effects of school expenditure on pupils in the final year of primary school over school years from 2001/02 to 2006/07, where school expenditure increased about 40% in real terms in the UK. This study controlled for various aspects of schools and pupils. The results indicate that increased school expenditure was significantly associated with test scores, and that expenditure has a higher effect for those children from economically disadvantaged backgrounds. Although, Gibbons and McNally (2013) emphasise that the effect of increased resources found in Holmund et al.’s (2010) study was very small. Steele et al. (2007) also took pupil and school characteristics into account in their study of the educational attainment of pupils at age fourteen and found that additional resources had a positive effect on attainment in Mathematics but not English. This evidence again suggests that there can be positive effects to increased school resources, although Steele et al. (2007) note more research is required to establish the extent to which schools are differentially effective in using resources to improve attainment in specific subjects (e.g. mathematics).
The Pupil Premium policy was based on the need for additional resources to support the needs of children in poverty, this scheme distributed additional funds to schools on the basis of the numbers of children eligible for free school meals and the numbers of children who were living in care. Other than a survey of schools that gives a general indication of how the Pupil Premium money was used (Carpenter et al. 2013), there are no evaluations which indicate whether this policy to distribute increased funds to disadvantaged pupils has been effective.

Overall, the most recent and methodologically refined research evidence tends to indicate that school resources do have a positive effect on pupil outcomes, although more research is required on this topic. Notably, the available evidence does not elaborate on the processes and mechanisms by which increased resources and expenditure on schools leads to positive effects.

Do teachers vary in quality?

There are great difficulties in the measurement of differential teacher quality, commensurate with the complexities of measuring school quality described previously. Teacher effectiveness can be defined according to the performance of pupils, or more often the improvement in pupils’ performance. Other research focuses on ratings from instructors or more senior teachers, or even comments from pupils and parents. Studies that provide objective evidence on the influence which teachers can have on student outcomes generally relate to the extent to which test scores vary between classes taught by different teachers, after characteristics of the classes (e.g. social background or prior attainment) have been taken into account. Gorard and See (2013) note that pupil performance may be influenced by differential aspects of learning in classes separate from the effects of teachers, such as subject and syllabus. The prior attainment of pupils, their talent and motivation can also influence test performance regardless of teacher influence (Gorard & See 2013). Estimates of the quality of teachers can also be biased by the characteristics of school-intakes and the sorting of pupils into classes (Meghir & Palme 2005; Rothstein 2010).

The research evidence, which has taken account of these school and pupil characteristics, have demonstrated that a substantial amount of variation in pupils’ test scores can be attributed to teacher effectiveness (Hanushek 1971; Hanushek & Rivkin 2010; Kane & Staiger 2008; Rivkin et al. 2005; Rockoff 2004; Sanders & Horn 1994). Variation between teachers can be substantial, Gordon et al. (2006) find that pupils taught by teachers in the top quartile scored on average 10 per cent higher than teachers in the bottom quartile of effectiveness. These teacher-related gains may also be particularly important for pupils from disadvantaged backgrounds (Aaronson et al. 2007; Hanushek 1992).

However the differences between teachers are not easily measured by simple characteristics such as qualifications or experience (Rivkin et al. 2005). There are studies that aim to describe the common characteristics of the most effective teachers, however much of this research is based on case studies or interviews and not objective analysis. There is a lack of consistent evidence linking variations in pupil performance attributable to teachers and measurable characteristics of
teachers, which explain why variation exists (Hanushek 1986; Rockoff 2004). There is therefore no clear consensus on what a high quality teacher looks like and more research is required to identify the reasons why teachers vary in effectiveness (Hanushek & Rivkin 2006).

**Teacher Recruitment and Training**

Schools serving poor children face difficulties in recruiting and retaining highly qualified staff (Lupton 2005; OFSTED 2013). Given the importance of teacher quality to children’s outcomes, there is a clear role for initiatives to improve standards within the teacher profession in general, and in particular to incentivise excellent teachers to teach in schools serving poor children.

Recently two schemes have been introduced which aim to attract high quality university graduates to teaching: The School Direct Scheme and the Teach First Programme. Both of these schemes represent a move away from traditional university based training programmes for new teachers, involving a combination of intensive short courses, school based training and almost immediate immersion in the teaching profession. The School Direct Scheme aims to attract high-quality graduates and provides an employment based route to a teaching qualification, however this scheme has not yet been evaluated and there is no data on its effect on teacher recruitment.

The Teach First programme is focused specifically on encouraging the best quality university graduates to teach in schools serving economically disadvantaged groups of children, which typically struggle to recruit and retain high-quality teachers. Teach First involves six weeks of initial training, before participants take on 80% of a standard teaching load in a struggling school. The participants are given continued mentorship and support over a two year period before gaining a teaching qualification. Teach First has grown dramatically from 186 participants based only in London schools in the year 2003/04 to 1000 participants throughout England and Wales in the year 2012/13 (Allen & Allnutt 2013).

There have currently been two evaluations of the Teach First programme which both indicate that this approach to recruitment and training of high quality teachers has positive effects on pupils and schools more widely (Allen & Allnutt 2013; Mujis et al. 2010). Mujis et al. (2010) used a quasi-experimental design to study the effect of the Teach First programme on pupil outcomes once taking differential aspects of schools and pupils into account. The study showed positive and substantial impacts on attainment in GCSE performance at age 16 (Mujis et al. 2010). Allen and Allnutt (2013) also find that the programme has positive effects on GCSE attainment, furthermore a positive effect of the Teach First programme is found throughout the whole school and not just those pupils taught by Teach First teachers. Allen and Allnutt (2013) suggest that the presence of high quality university graduates in these struggling schools could also be encouraging improvement in the teaching standards and practice of other teachers.

Teach First Teachers represent a very small proportion of new teachers in the UK, however the evidence suggests that this programme is effective and extension could
provide benefits to children from disadvantaged groups. However, the continued success of the Teach First scheme will depend on the number of these high quality graduates who decide to remain in the teaching profession long-term. Allen and Allnutt (2013) note that retention rates of Teach First participants do appear to have risen throughout the programme, but that this could be due to current levels of graduate unemployment and lack of other labour market opportunities (Allen & Allnutt 2013). Moreover, further research is required to identify the specific characteristics of Teach First participants which mediate improved educational outcomes, particularly in terms of classroom processes. This research is required to identify the characteristics of these high quality teachers in order to inform wider teacher improvement strategies.

Teaching Methods

There is a considerable body of evidence regarding the effectiveness of specific teaching methods, which may help to improve the educational attainment of children and young people. There is a great deal of evidence regarding what best helps children learn to read, write and spell. Reviews of the evidence have generally emphasised the importance of phonics in teaching (i.e. where children are taught to identify and manipulate units of sound) (Brooks 2007; Harrison 2000; Rose 2006; Torgerson et al. 2006). A strong focus on phonics has not always been a central feature of literacy education in the UK (Rose 2006), but has recently been increasingly emphasised in classroom practice.

In a longitudinal analysis of the effect of phonics teaching methods, Clackmannanshire Johnston and Watson (2005) found that, despite the expectation that children from advantaged families would outperform their more disadvantaged peers, there were no significant differences in reading and spelling performance observed until the final year of primary school and no significant differences for reading comprehension until primary year five for children in the synthetic phonics treatment group. This study therefore provides tentative evidence that phonics teaching can delay the development of socio-economic differentials in educational attainment, although more research is required to confirm this pattern of results (Johnston & Watson 2005). Although, it is not clear whether these socio-economic inequalities in attainment were reduced in the long-term as a result of this teaching method.

Several studies have examined the impact which the use of technology in the classroom (e.g. personal computers, educational software, internet resources) has on pupils’ educational attainment. Kulik (2003) highlights that there is currently a weak body of evidence on the effectiveness of technology in improving pupil outcomes, although evaluation studies suggest that technology is becoming an increasingly effective aspect of teaching for both primary and secondary school pupils. Tamim et al.’s (2011) meta-analysis of existing reviews in this area found a consistent and positive effect of the use of technology in the classroom on pupil outcomes, although effect sizes were often small. Studies of the use of specific forms of technology, such as interactive whiteboard technology, suggest that teaching methods that utilise new technology can be effective in improving children’s educational outcomes and in reducing educational inequalities (Lopez 2010). However these effects have also been found to be small and short-term (Higgins
The way teachers use technology in the classroom and its combination with other classroom processes may mediate its success; further research is required in this regard (Higgins 2010; Lopez 2010).

Mastery or individualised learning is based on the principle that inequalities in education are caused by a lack of individualised instruction in the classroom. The practice of mastery learning involves splitting learning material into concepts or skills that involve small blocks of learning time to master. Following initial instruction, pupils continue to study those particular aspects which they have not accomplished until they are successfully mastered. The evidence base indicates that mastery learning can result in improved educational outcomes (Anderson 1992; Kulik et al. 1990; Whiting et al. 1995). Kulik et al.’s (1990) meta-analysis of studies in this area also found that mastery learning techniques can be particularly effective at improving the attainment of low-attaining students and may smooth out differences in the performance between low and high attaining groups.

Meta-cognitive and self-regulation strategies (learning to learn) are another area where successful interventions have been identified (Schunk 2008). These strategies involve teaching pupils to think about the processes of learning themselves, to set goals and to monitor their own learning as they master new skills and subject matter. Meta-analyses on the effectiveness of these approaches have shown that these teaching methods have been effective (Dignath et al. 2008; Haller et al. 1988).

Evidence on effective teaching interventions is growing⁵; the evidence here has summarised several teaching methods that have been found to improve pupil’s learning: phonics techniques, effective use of new technology, mastery/individualised learning, meta-cognitive and self-regulation strategies. Although more evidence is needed on specific techniques which can improve the attainment of children in poverty in particular, these techniques provide a useful basis to improve the attainment of poorly-performing pupils.

Curriculum

Compared to other European countries, the school curriculum in England and Wales allows students to narrow their future choices at a relatively early age (Hodgson & Spours 2008). The complexity and variability of the curriculum offered both between institutions and between pupils increased under the Labour government of 1997-2010. The combination of the proliferation of GCSE ‘equivalent’ qualifications with league tables of school performance led to concerns regarding schools maximising their performance at the benchmark 5 A*-C level by putting students in for ‘soft’ options, and avoiding more challenging subjects. Evidence has been presented that schools have played the system by pushing young people through qualifications of questionable value in terms of future educational and labour market chances (Wolf 2011). These pressures have led to a decline in the take-up of modern languages and demanding science options.

⁵ The Education Endowment Foundation provides a toolkit of information on effective teaching methods http://educationendowmentfoundation.org.uk/toolkit
Research has documented a social hierarchy of 14-16 subjects, with sciences and languages at the top and vocational subjects at the bottom, and pupils with less highly educated parents are most likely to study the least prestigious subjects, despite no substantial differences in which subjects pupils say they like and dislike according to parents' education (Sullivan et al. 2010b). Clearly pupils subject ‘choices’ are driven partly by institutional constraints, and there is a need for more research on how curriculum differentiation between and within schools is affecting the prospects of poor pupils. Historical evidence from the 1958 cohort study (Iannelli 2013) shows that the social mobility advantage of pupils at selective schools was entirely explained by differences in the chances of taking high-return subjects such as languages, sciences, English and maths, which had greater payoffs for the attainment of higher levels of education and more advantaged occupational positions. Evidence on university access from 1996-2006 demonstrates the importance of gaining A levels in ‘facilitating’ subjects, i.e. maths and sciences, English, languages, geography and history for successful application to a place at a Russell Group university (Boliver 2013). Social class differences in access are partly accounted for by social class differences in the A level subjects that young people have taken.

As well as the question of which subjects pupils should study, there is a related debate about the content of specific curricula, e.g. what should be taught in English or history. The question of what kind of curriculum would be best for disadvantaged children’s learning is a complex one, but it is surprising how little empirical evidence exists in this field. The debate over what kind of curriculum would be most helpful to working class pupils has been ideologically charged, but this is not a simple ‘left vs right’ disagreement. The ‘new’ sociology of education in the 1970s proposed that the curriculum and what counts as knowledge should be the central questions to be addressed by sociologists of education (Young 1971). This movement was concerned primarily with critique rather than empirical evidence, and was criticised for raising philosophical rather than sociological questions (Pring 1972). It was attacked from a Marxist perspective, on the grounds that “…its relativist position with relation to knowledge...provides a new ideological means of denying to the working class access to knowledge, culture and science” (Simon 1976), p. 273). Young (1999, 2007) has acknowledged the force of this criticism, stating that it does disadvantaged children no favours to structure the curriculum around their knowledge, rather than allowing them to move beyond it; and acknowledging that the ‘new’ sociology of education failed to provide positive proposals regarding the curriculum. Subsequent sociological work has continued to argue that that the curriculum is implicated in educational inequalities (Whitty 1986), and that institutions play a role in shaping socially stratified curriculum tracks and ‘choices’ (e.g. Ball 1981, Gillborn and Youdell 2000). Curriculum differentiation within and between schools is driven and justified by the discourse of ‘diversity’, ‘choice’, ‘relevance’ and ‘personal learning’. Yet this rhetoric ignores the social structures within which students make their ‘choices’, and the potential consequences of these pathways for future inequalities in both education and the labour market (Sullivan and Unwin 2011). For all the theoretical debate that has been generated on the role of the curriculum however, there is a pressing need for more empirical evidence in this area, in order to address the question of what curriculum should be provided in primary and secondary schools.
Classroom Assistance

The deployment of teaching assistants is a key strategy used to support the learning of low attaining pupils. Teaching assistants may provide benefits by helping pupils who struggle with learning, behaviour and attainment (Blatchford et al. 2009a). However there have also been concerns that teaching assistants can act to discourage independence, responsibility and cause segregation between struggling students and their peers which may lead to lower levels of attainment (Giancreco et al. 1997; Moyles & Suschitzky 1997).

Farrell et al.’s review (2010) of the literature suggests that general teaching assistant support directed at struggling children within classes can have a positive impact on educational attainment, particularly in literacy and language for pupils who are experiencing learning difficulties. Notable studies have, however, found that teaching assistant support for struggling pupils does not necessarily lead to achievement gains. Blatchford et al.’s (2011) longitudinal analysis using teacher reports, systematic observation and pupil test scores found that pupils receiving the most support made less progress than similar pupils with less support, even after controlling for characteristics of the pupil and their prior levels of performance. In other words, struggling pupils are actually disadvantaged further by being allocated support from a teacher assistant. Muijs and Reynolds (2003) used a quasi-experimental study to investigate the effect of teaching assistants on the mathematics performance of struggling pupils in the first two years of primary school. The results indicated that those pupils who received additional support did not make more progress in their mathematics attainment than similar pupils who did not receive teaching assistant support, indicating that support in itself does not necessarily lead to improvements in educational attainment.

Two recent studies have suggested that there may be benefits of teaching assistant support when TAs are charged with providing specific interventions to assist children’s learning. The Switch-On Reading programme is an intensive 10-week intervention where pupils receive 20 minute one to one support. Each session involves a structured programme of reading from four different books, and teaching assistants are trained to effectively provide the programme (Gorard et al. 2014). Similarly, the Catch-Up Numeracy programme is a 30-week one to one intervention provided by teaching assistants in two 15-minute sessions per week and is based on teaching key components of numeracy skills (NFER 2014). Both programmes had a positive effect on the test scores of pupils who took part in the programme (NFER 2014) (Gorard et al. 2014). Notably in the evaluation of Catch-Up Numeracy, pupils who attended the equivalent time of one to one support from a teaching assistant but did not receive the Catch-Up Numeracy programme showed similar gains in their attainment, suggesting that one to one teaching was effective (NFER 2014). Nevertheless, focussed sessions tailored to the needs of individuals within classes may be equally effective, and more evidence is required in order to establish the reason why this one to one support was effective. Additionally, pupils were required to leave their class group for these sessions and may therefore have fallen behind in other areas of the curriculum. There is also no evidence on the longitudinal effects of one to one assistance, and the extent to which these interventions are effective for children in poverty rather than just children who have fallen behind in reading and maths.
Evidence has suggested that teaching assistants could have wider influences on classroom processes. The presence of teaching assistants in the classroom allows for: more pupil and teacher interaction; increased individualised teacher attention to all pupils; and improved classroom control (Blatchford et al. 2009c; Blatchford et al. 2007). However, the evidence also indicates that this has not translated into significant improvements in educational attainment of whole class groups (e.g. reducing the burden on teachers did not seem to lead to whole class improvements) (Blatchford et al. 2009c; Blatchford et al. 2007; Farrell et al. 2010).

Conclusions

School and teacher quality is hard to define and measure. Much of the variation in pupil performance in standardised examinations can be accounted for by influences outside of school. Variation between schools and teachers in the performance of their pupils can often be largely attributed to school intakes and pupil characteristics. Nevertheless, variation between schools and teachers can be identified once these exogenous features have been taken into account.

Overall there are many weaknesses in the evidence base, which have been emphasised throughout this chapter. Adequately controlling for pupils characteristics is complex and is often hindered by the lack of data or the poor quality of available data. Much of the research on school and teacher quality also involves ‘black box’ explanations of effectiveness, whereby we know that an intervention or characteristic is effective but we are not able to identify why. Further research on the classroom processes that mediate the effects of school and teacher characteristics on pupil performance is required in order to develop the most effective strategies to improve the attainment of children living in poverty.

In this chapter we have identified several characteristics of children and schools, which give some indication of effective strategies for improving the attainment of pupils:

- There is clear evidence that effective approaches to discipline in schools are authoritative, involving the expectation of high standards of behaviour alongside positive and warm relations between teachers and students and responsiveness to pupils’ needs. Authoritarian approaches, which involve blind obedience and military style relationships between pupils and teachers, are not the most effective.
- There is a lack of clear evidence on the effect that increased time spent in school has on pupil outcomes. Improvements which can be made to the use of the teaching time already available to children may be a clearer initial focus before any attempts are made to increase the amount of time children spend in school.
- Within school ability grouping (i.e. streaming and setting) does not seem to influence educational attainment.
- Class size reductions can be effective, but generally only for pupils in the first year of primary school and only when a relatively large reduction in pupil numbers is made.
• Increased resources can have positive effects on the attainment of pupils. However, there is no clear evidence of the mechanisms leading to this improvement (i.e. what is increased expenditure spent on which leads to improvements).

• There are large variations in performance which can be attributed to differences between teachers. Qualifications are one indicator of teacher effectiveness, but more research is needed on the other characteristics of the more effective teachers.

• The Teach First programme to recruit high quality graduates as teachers for struggling schools has a positive effect on pupils’ attainment and on school performance more widely.

• There is a strong evidence base on the effectiveness of specific teaching methods. Literacy education based on phonics, mastery learning and the use of technology in the classroom can all be effective in improving educational attainment. There is also tentative evidence that phonics teaching methods can delay the development of socio-economic differentials in reading, spelling and reading comprehension.

• The curriculum in England and Wales allows children to narrow their options at an early age, in a way which may disadvantage poor children and affect their social mobility chances. The different curricula offered by different schools may exacerbate this. More research is needed in this area.

• Recent large scale studies have suggested that pupils receiving additional support from teaching assistants within general classroom settings do not achieve gains in their attainment. Studies have not shown an improvement in whole class test results as a result of the presence of teaching assistants. Although there is some emerging evidence that one to one attention from teaching assistants outwith normal classes improve the attainment of children who have fallen behind in Reading and Numeracy.
Chapter 5: Specific Interventions

A large number of varied interventions have been introduced in the last few decades in an attempt to improve the performance of schools, and the attainment of children living in poverty in particular. This chapter summarises evidence regarding the success of specific educational interventions in improving educational attainment, participation and wider outcomes. We begin by highlighting the overall conclusions of some previous evidence reviews (see for example Griggs et al. 2008; Heath et al. 2013; Machin & McNally 2006; Raffo et al. 2007), before turning our attention to specific interventions of interest.

Reviews of the evidence

Raffo et al. (2007) conclude that the success of educational interventions has been limited as initiatives have failed to address the multiple influences on educational attainment. Raffo et al. (2007) highlight that interventions have generally focussed on only schools and individuals and have neglected to address the ‘macro’ level structural nature of poverty, resulting in limited success. Similarly, Machin et al. (2006) argue that in order to be most effective, education policy and social policy needs to be complementary. Machin et al. (2006) also note that substantial investment is required in order to address educational inequalities, and that the role of education in reducing child poverty needs to be seen as a long-term strategy.

Griggs et al. (2008) note that, overall, the scarcity of evaluations of specific interventions makes conclusions limited. This sentiment was echoed by Heath et al. (2013) whose conclusions came with the caveat that in many cases there was a lack of clear support for an intervention due to a scarcity of research evidence, rather than negative findings.

Heath et al. (2013) present an overview of policies implemented under the 1997-2010 Labour government; the coverage of this review and the available evidence is summarised in Table 6.1. This provides a comprehensive overview of specific education policy interventions and highlights the availability of evaluation evidence. Heath et al. (2013) argue that interventions have often been introduced in a way that prohibits rigorous evaluation, therefore highlighting that an important element of any new educational intervention should be carefully considered plans for rigorous evaluation from the outset. Heath et. al. single out two interventions for which rigorous evidence of positive benefits exists. These are the National Literacy Hour (evaluation by Machin and McNally 2008) and Education Maintenance Allowances (evaluation by Dearden et. al 2009).
Table 6.1: Policies and Evaluation Evidence, reproduced from Heath et al. (2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Quasi-market reforms, parental 'school choice'</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1980s onwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other evidence</strong></td>
<td>Little evidence of effects on attainment overall (Gibbons et al. 2008). There is no consensus that market reforms have increased school segregation (Goldstein &amp; Noden 2003; Gorard &amp; Fitz 1998).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>National tests and league tables</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1990s onwards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other evidence</strong></td>
<td>Clearly test scores and examination results have improved, but questions remain over the extent to which this reflects real learning gains for pupils. Some unintended consequences include a focus on 'borderline' pupils (Gillborn &amp; Youdell 2000), and distortions in the curriculum offered to maximise league table performance (Wolf 2011).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Specialist schools</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main report</strong></td>
<td>Levacic and Jenkins (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Results</strong></td>
<td>Schools applied for specialist status, and, if successful, were awarded additional funding. This selectivity into specialist status poses obvious problems for any evaluation. Levacic and Jenkins (2006) conclude that “taken overall the superior effects of specialist schools are modest in size, not uniform across specialisms and dependent on the assumption of no selection bias in specialist school recruitment that is not controlled for by the observed pupil data”.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other evidence</strong></td>
<td>Gorard and Taylor (2001) found that specialist schools have shown a greater tendency to take proportionately fewer children from poor families over time, especially where these schools are also their own admission authorities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Cut in class sizes</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Other evidence</strong></td>
<td>It benefited suburban rather than inner-city constituencies as, due to falling rolls, inner city schools already had few classes of over 30 children (Sullivan &amp; Whitty 2007).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>The Literacy Hour</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evaluated</strong></td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main report</strong></td>
<td>Machin and McNally (2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Evidence</strong></td>
<td>Substantial improvements in reading and English for modest cost.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>National Numeracy and Literacy strategies</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Date</strong></td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Program</td>
<td>Date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluated Yes</td>
<td>Earl et al. (2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sure Start</td>
<td>1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition fees</td>
<td>1998 (variable fees introduced in 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching Assistants</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Excellence in Cities</td>
<td>1999</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Academies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
<th>Main report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Evidence**

Some evidence of improvement, but concerns that "some Academies have used vocational courses to secure higher and faster improvements in attainment" and also that exclusions are higher in academies than in comparable schools.

**Other evidence**

Curtis *et al.* (2008a) find a mixed picture on attainment within academies, and argue that gauging effects on neighbouring schools is difficult.

### Modularisation of A levels and GCSEs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Introduction of new vocational qualifications, including at 14-16

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Other evidence**

Wolf (2011) points out that most English young people now take some vocational courses pre-16, and the majority follow largely vocational courses post-16. Wolf finds that large number of young people are taking qualifications which the labour market does not reward at all, and young people have been encouraged to take 14-16 options which block their progression to more valuable post-16 options.

### Teacher performance related pay

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>No</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Pupil learning credits scheme

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
<th>Main report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Evidence**

A difference in differences analysis suggested that the policy had a positive effect. An attempt to relate the costs of the pilot scheme to these benefits concluded that the pilot scheme was cost effective, although this was based on some strong assumptions.

### Aim Higher: Excellence Challenge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
<th>Main report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Evidence**

Aimed to raise FE and HE participation among young people from disadvantaged backgrounds. An analysis of the Labour Force Survey comparing areas in which the policy was implemented to control areas did not find statistically significant results.

### Teach First

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Evaluated</th>
<th>Main report</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Muijs <em>et al.</em> (2010)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Evidence

The evaluation did not consider differences between children who were taught by Teach First teachers and others, but rather looked at differences between Teach First schools and other schools, using National Pupil Database data. Although causality cannot be demonstrated, the results are suggestive of strong positive effects, with 39-47% of the school level variance in GCSE results remaining after statistical controls being accounted for by Teach First status.

Gifted and talented

Date 2002
Evaluated No

Increase in faith schools

Date 2002
Evaluated No

Other evidence

Allen and West (2009b) find that faith schools create ethnic/religious segregation, and cater largely to the affluent.

Schools Interactive Whiteboard Expansion project (SWE)

Date 2003/4
Evaluated Yes
Main report Moss et al. (2007)

Evidence

This mixed-methods study examined effects on teaching and learning; motivation, attendance and behaviour; and attainment at KS3 and GCSE. The statistical analysis found no impact on outcomes.

Education Maintenance Allowance

Date 2004
Evaluated Yes
Main report Dearden et al. (2009)

Evidence

EMA increased initial participation of eligible young people by over 4% points, and also protected against drop-out.

Trust schools

Date 2006
Evaluated No

Area-Focussed Interventions

A number of education policies have been focussed on particular geographical regions on the basis that improving schools in disadvantaged areas is an effective means by which to influence the educational attainment of disadvantaged pupils. There are concerns over this approach (see Tunstall & Lupton 2003) crucially, families in poverty are not perfectly segregated from their more advantaged counterparts and therefore area-focussed interventions will benefit non-intended groups and will also fail to reach some children who are in need (Tunstall & Lupton 2003).

Excellence in Cities (EiC) was an intervention targeted at major urban areas of England in which large numbers of families experience poverty. EiC was a multifaceted policy which incorporated initiatives such as: providing additional support for children identified as gifted or talented; providing mentors for pupils in
challenging circumstances; providing learning support units for pupils who would benefit from learning outwith normal classroom settings; and providing state of the art computing and technology resources for selected schools (Kendall et al. 2005). There is evidence that EiC had a positive effect, Kendall *et al.* (2005) found an impact on Key Stage 3 mathematics test scores in the most disadvantaged schools and Machin *et al.* (2005) also found a small positive effect on attainment, particularly for pupils at the medium to high end of the attainment distribution in disadvantaged schools. Additionally, Kendall *et al.* (2005) found an overall reduction in absences in EiC schools. Machin *et al.* (2005) found that this was only the case for authorised absences and not unauthorised absences.

Education Action Zones (EAZs) were developed to tackle underachievement in disadvantaged areas by setting up partnerships between schools and local organisations and businesses. The aim was that EAZs would implement a range of new innovative activities; they were also encouraged to work with families and to provide learning opportunities for the wider community. There is very limited evaluation evidence of this intervention; a report of Ofsted inspections of EAZ schools suggests that the policy had contributed to raising standards, although this was not consistent across all schools (Ofsted 2001). The EAZ schools did not seem to be developing new ideas and practices as intended and the policy was criticised for encouraging the development of too many changes at once without evaluation. There was also concern that EAZs introduced an increased amount of bureaucracy into schools (Ofsted 2001). The evidence regarding whether EAZs were effective is extremely limited and therefore no clear conclusions can be drawn on whether it offered any overall positive benefits to children living in poverty.

The London Challenge was launched in 2003 with the aim of improving the educational outcomes of disadvantaged children who attended the city’s worst performing schools. The intervention involved: help with teacher recruitment and retention; out-of-school opportunities for pupils; and leadership programmes. Schools in five struggling boroughs were given additional tailored assistance and failing schools were converted into Academies. The London Challenge was later expanded as the ‘City Challenge’ and rolled out in other English cities. Hutchings *et al.* (2012) find that the London Challenge contributed to reducing the number of under-performing schools in London and increasing the performance of children eligible for free school meals faster than the national average. There is also evidence that after the intervention ended its positive effects continued (Ofsted 2010).

Although there are concerns that geographically-focussed schemes are not always ideal for specifically targeting children in poverty, there is some evidence that area-based interventions can contribute to improved educational outcomes. Nevertheless the evidence base is weak in this area, particularly in relation to the effectiveness of Education Action Zones. These interventions are difficult to evaluate as they involved many simultaneous changes to schools and educational provision. Based on the evidence available it is not possible to identify which particular aspects of these interventions did or did not influence the educational attainment of children in poverty.
National Numeracy and Literacy Strategies

National strategies for improving teaching and learning in literacy and numeracy were introduced in 1998 and 1999 respectively. The strategies aimed to bring about a drastic improvement in children’s capabilities in English and mathematics (Ofsted 2003).

The National Numeracy Strategy (NNS) was a systematic reform of teaching practice in English primary schools. The initiative involved the introduction of daily mathematics lessons based on teaching templates and suggested weekly lesson plans. The use of whole-class teaching methods was encouraged and teachers were offered training to help them effectively implement new teaching strategies (Kyriacou 2005). Teachers have reported that the NNS led them to change their teaching practices and that their teaching skills have improved as a result of the training which they received (Earle et al. 2003). There is also evidence that the intervention helped to raise average standards of attainment, although there was no evidence that the strategy reduced the attainment gap between the highest and lowest attaining pupils (Brown et al. 2003). Nevertheless, there have been concerns that a focus on whole-class teaching and strict time management may not effectively address the needs of low attaining pupils (Kyriacou 2005). Furthermore, gains in attainment may be due to a closer match between what the pupils were taught and test content, rather than an overall improvement in mathematical understanding (Kyriacou 2005). Unfortunately, the National Numeracy Strategy was not implemented in a way that allowed for rigorous evaluation, so claims made for the NNS are inevitably uncertain.

The National Literacy Strategy (NLS) aimed to tackle illiteracy by improving standards of literacy education in primary school. A key aspect of the literacy strategy was a daily structured ‘literacy hour’, which follows a well-designed and systematic structure of activities with clear indications of how the time in this hour should be spent. Before the NLS was rolled out throughout England, a number of struggling schools took part in the National Literacy Project (NLP) which included the literacy hour. This initial implementation of the intervention was rigorously evaluated, and the results showed substantial improvements in pupil performance at a relatively low cost (Machin & McNally 2004). There was also evidence that for the first cohort of pupils who were exposed to the literacy hour, positive effects were apparent in their subsequent GCSE English attainment at age 16 (Machin & McNally 2004). Machin and McNally’s (2004) analysis also highlighted that the intervention had a strong effect on improving the performance of pupils with lower prior levels of attainment, as well as those with high levels of attainment. Sainsbury et al. (1998) found that pupils exposed to the literacy hour made significant progress in their attainment, had sustained enjoyment of reading, and the amount of additional assistance they required with learning decreased (Sainsbury et al. 1998). A report by Ofsted (2003) concludes that the national numeracy and literacy strategies had a major impact on the content and nature of the primary school curriculum.

Full Service Extended Schools

The Full Service Extended Schools (FSES) initiative involved developing schools that provide a range of services beyond the usual provision of schools and beyond the
school day. The aim was to provide a full range of support to children, families and communities in disadvantaged areas (DfES 2003). The services provided included: ‘wrap around’ child care before and after the school day; homework clubs; out of school study support; and sports and activity clubs. The FSESs also developed close links with specialist support services such as speech therapy, behaviour support services and mental health services (DfES 2003).

There are very few studies of the impact of FSESs on educational outcomes. Cummings et al. (2007) found that although test scores were poorer overall in FSESs, which would be expected as they were developed in deprived areas, the attainment gap between pupils eligible for free school meals and their more advantaged counterparts was smaller in FSESs. However, as Cummings et al. (2007) note, this could not necessarily be attributed to FSES status and many schools in deprived areas already had in place initiatives to help the most disadvantaged children which may have biased the results. This evaluation did not study change over time, or compare FSESs with similar non-FSESs, which make it hard to draw strong conclusions on the effectiveness of this initiative. Due to the number of changes made as part of this initiative, it is also hard to identify which of the extended range of services were more or less effective.

Parental Involvement

Many educational interventions have focussed on increasing parental involvement in education in an attempt to improve attainment and reduce educational inequalities (see Cummings et al. 2012). Indeed, numerous studies have shown that parental involvement is associated with positive educational outcomes such as attainment, behaviour and attendance (Mattingly et al. 2002). Meta-analyses by Jeynes (2005) and Fan & Chen (2001) have concluded that there is an association between parental involvement and educational attainment (see also Desforges & Abouchaar 2003).

Nevertheless there is limited evidence with mixed results on whether the involvement of parents can be increased through interventions and whether attempts to increase parental involvement can result in improved outcomes (Desforges & Abouchaar 2003). Castro and Lewis’s (1984) review of the literature on interventions to increase parental involvement in early years education found little evidence that these initiatives were particularly effective. Notably, they found that interventions which included aims to increase parental involvement were no more successful than those which did not. Mattingly et al.’s (2002) review of the available evidence also found little support for parental involvement initiatives as effective means by which to improve educational outcomes.

Looking to specific parental involvement programmes in UK education, the results are mixed and the evidence base is weak. The ‘Engaging Parents in Raising Achievement Project’ was implemented in over 100 secondary schools in England and involved school based activities, such as: providing parents with the knowledge and skills required to help their child with their education; engaging parents who had little or no qualifications themselves; using technology to keep parents informed of their child’s progress; and visits from support officers (Harris & Goodall 2007). The evaluation of this initiative involved a qualitative analysis of 20 schools and found that
parents were generally encouraged to be involved in enjoyable school activities but that there was little focus on improving learning in the home (Harris & Goodall 2007). There were reports of improved attendance, behaviour and attainment. However there was no direct analysis of test scores and it is very hard to come to generalisable conclusions based only a small number of case studies.

The ‘Families and Schools Together’ (FAST) programme aims to connect the cultures which children experience in home and school and involves a series of after school activities involving both parents and children. In an evaluation of the piloting of FAST in 15 primary schools in the UK, teachers reported that fewer children participating in FAST fell in the lowest 30% of the attainment distribution (McDonald & Fitzroy 2010). Furthermore, survey responses by parents showed that the vast majority felt they were better able to support their child as a result of the programme (McDonald & Fitzroy 2010). However there is again no direct evaluation based on the pupils’ test scores, analysis of changes over time or comparisons to similar children who were not involved in the programme.

Overall it is important to emphasise the conclusion of Mattingly et al.’s (2002) review, that the evidence in this area is of relatively poor quality. The parental intervention policies discussed here have not had rigorous evaluations which would allow strong conclusions on the effectiveness of the programmes. There is also the possibility that parents who are already more motivated and involved in their child’s education will self-select into programmes which aim to improve their child’s attainment. Although there is clear evidence that parental involvement is associated greater attainment, there is at this time little solid evidence which suggests that interventions to improve parental involvement are effective.

**Education Maintenance Allowance**

The Education Maintenance Allowance (EMA) was designed to encourage young people aged from 16 to 18 from disadvantaged backgrounds to remain in education after the end of compulsory schooling. The intervention was first piloted in 1999 and was extended in the next few years; in 2010 eligible pupils received a means-tested payment of up to £30 per week. The programme has since been abolished in England, although the scheme remains in place in the rest of the UK.

There is a large volume of rigorous evidence available on the success of the EMA, which generally shows positive effects on educational participation and attainment. Dearden et al. (2005) find that the percentage of young people from low-income families who completed two years of post-compulsory education increased by 6.2 percentage points as a result of the EMA. Middleton et al. (2004) also found that the EMA increased participation. Importantly, the young people who remained in school were drawn from both those who would have been employed and those who would have been inactive (Dearden et al. 2005). Ashworth et al. (2002) report that over half of those young people who stayed on in education as a result of the EMA would have otherwise been not in education, employment or training (NEET). Chowdry et al. (2008) found that the EMA increased both participation and attainment, with significant increases in A-Level performance. In particular, Black females showed strong and significant improvements in their attainment (Chowdry et al. 2008).
Looking in more detail, Ashworth et al. (2002) found that the scheme was most effective for those who received the highest amount of money, with non-significant effects for those who only received a partial award. Furthermore, the effects did not appear to be significant for young people in rural areas, however this may be due to small sample sizes in these areas (Ashworth et al. 2002).

There is strong evidence that the Education Maintenance Allowance had overall positive effects on the educational participation and attainment of children from low-income families. Although the assumption behind the policy is that financial constraints force young people in poverty out of education after the compulsory school leaving age, the evaluations do not provide evidence on why this intervention was effective. Nevertheless, the evidence does strongly indicate that financial assistance is an effective intervention.

**Attitudes and Aspirations**

There have been a number of recent evidence reviews which have considered the role that parents’ and children’s attitudes and aspirations have on educational attainment (see Carter-Wall & Whitfield 2012; Cummings et al. 2012; Gorard et al. 2012; Menzies 2013; St Clair et al. 2011). There does seem to be clear evidence that there is an association between educational outcomes and the attitudes and aspirations of parents and children. Goodman and Gregg (2010) demonstrate that parental aspirations and attitudes to education vary strongly by socio-economic status. Mothers from more advantaged backgrounds are more likely to state that they want their children to go to university than their more disadvantaged counterparts. These aspirations are associated with attainment at age 11 and at GCSE, after controlling for socio-economic status and prior attainment (Goodman & Gregg 2010).

However, reviews of the effectiveness of interventions which aim to change attitudes and aspirations indicate that there is no clear evidence of a causal relationship between attitudes, aspirations and educational outcomes (Carter-Wall & Whitfield 2012; Cummings et al. 2012). Cummings et al. (2012) find that we lack studies which test the effect that changes in attitudes have on attainment. They highlight that it could also be possible that attitudes and aspirations change as a result of raised attainment and not the other way round. Gorard et al. (2012) conclude that there is a lack of rigorous evidence and evaluations which would allow us to identify whether attitudes and aspirations had a causal influence on educational outcomes.

Overall, despite clear evidence that there is an association between attitudes, aspirations and educational attainment, there is no clear evidence of a causal relationship. Menzies (2013) argues that the real problem facing disadvantaged young people is not necessarily an absence of aspirations, but a lack of knowledge about how to achieve their aspirations. Carter-Wall et al. (2012) and St Clair et al. (2011) stress that rather than focussing only on aspirations, there is also a need to offer support, assistance and guidance to help young people achieve their goals.
Conclusions

The most clear conclusion from the summary of evidence provided in this chapter and previous reviews of specific educational interventions, is that conclusions regarding ‘what works’ are hampered by a lack of robust and rigorous evaluation evidence. Therefore, it is extremely important that future interventions be designed with evaluation in mind in order to ensure that the intervention is working, and to further improve successful interventions over time. Previous reviews have highlighted that educational interventions need to take into account the multiple influences on educational attainment, and particularly to address the fact that much of the influence on children’s attainment comes from outwith school (Machin & McNally 2006; Raffo et al. 2007).

Looking to the evidence base on specific types of interventions we conclude that:

- Area focussed interventions such as Excellence in Cities can have a positive impact on educational attainment and attendance rates. The London Challenge and the City Challenge also seem to have positive effects on educational outcomes. However the evidence base on the effectiveness of these interventions is weak, and due to the multifaceted nature of these initiatives we are unable to identify which specific aspects of these interventions influenced attainment.
- The National Literacy Strategies had positive impacts on educational attainment at relatively little cost. There are indications that the National Numeracy Strategy also had a positive impact, but the evidence is less rigorous. This highlights that developing pedagogical techniques and classroom processes can have a positive impact on educational attainment.
- There is very limited evaluation evidence on the success of Full Service Extended Schools. Due to the different ways in which this intervention was enacted in different schools and the large number of changes made, it is difficult to evaluate this policy.
- The evidence indicates that children whose parents are more involved in their education have better educational outcomes. Nevertheless, reviews of the literature find that there is little evidence that interventions based on increasing parental involvement are effective. Evaluation of the ‘Engaging Parents in Raising Achievement’ project and the ‘Families and Schools Together’ project suggest that these initiatives did result in improved educational outcomes, however the evaluations available are very limited and are largely based on case studies and reports from parents and teachers, rather than rigorous analyses of attainment.
- There is very strong evidence that the Education Maintenance Allowance had positive impacts on participation in post-compulsory education and educational attainment. Evaluations of the EMA are of high quality.
- There is evidence that the attitudes and aspirations of parents and children are associated with educational attainment. However there is no evidence that attitudes and aspirations cause improved attainment. Reviews of interventions based on raising aspirations indicate that the evidence base is weak and that there is no clear evidence that attempts to change attitudes and aspirations will result in improved educational outcomes.
Chapter 6: Summary of findings and implications for policy and practice

- The social mobility chances of individual children may well be best increased via educational attainment. However, the overall level of poverty in society is driven by structural inequalities in our economy and society, which clearly cannot be addressed simply by reforming schools.
- While poverty matters, parents’ education is an even more powerful predictor of children’s educational outcomes. Not just financial, but also cultural, cognitive and social resources play a part. Clearly, policy and practice is likely to prioritise the worst off, but pupils who are not in poverty can still be relatively disadvantaged, for example the children of non-graduates have relatively low attainment, even if they are not in poverty.
- Given the importance of books in the home and reading for pleasure, future research should examine the potential role of library services, and the promotion of reading for pleasure within schools, as potential avenues to raise the attainment of those with few books in the home.
- Socio-economic differences in educational attainment trump both race and gender, and should be given the highest priority.
- Socio-economic differentials in education emerge early in life, but continue to grow throughout the school years, suggesting that early intervention is important but not sufficient.
- Although the UK education system has changed dramatically since the 1960s, and educational participation has increased enormously, social class relativities in attainment have been fairly stable, suggesting that changes such as comprehensivisation made less difference to inequalities than had been hoped. Although such changes opened up opportunities to pupils from poorer backgrounds, opportunities also increased for the better off at the same time. There is some evidence though of narrowing inequalities in school attainment during the period of the last government, 1997-2010. It is too early to assess whether this trend will be maintained.
- Research indicates that there is a stronger relationship between parental social background and children’s test scores in the UK, or at least in England, than in many other rich countries. However, it is not possible to identify the extent to which specific features of the education system, as opposed to wider social policies, structural inequalities or cultural factors may lie at the root of this difference. Thus, it is important for policymakers not to draw simplistic conclusions such as ‘they do x in Singapore/Finland, therefore x will work for us’.
- There is no robust evidence that any particular school structure or type is beneficial for improving the performance of poor pupils.
Selective schools show greater pupil performance and progress, but are least likely to serve poor pupils. Therefore the existence of such schools may exacerbate inequalities.

The effect of school composition is well established in the literature. Children who attend schools with a higher proportion of high-attaining pupils or pupils of high socio-economic status perform better than similar children in schools with a high proportion of poor and low-attaining pupils. This suggests that one way of helping poor pupils would be to decrease school segregation. Banding and school lotteries are both promising avenues for achieving this.

It is important to recognise that much of the variability in school performance is due to pupil intake, and attempts to deal with this using 'value added' measures are not robust.

Schools serving poor communities often face additional challenges, including dealing with children’s emotional and behavioural problems.

School resources have been shown to have a positive effect on attainment. This suggests that the pupil premium may be an effective mechanism to improve the attainment of poor pupils, though this has not been shown directly, and will inevitably depend on what is done with the money – it is vital that this should be evidence-based. There is a need to do more to engage school leaders with research evidence, and this may imply a need for training in research literacy.

Cuts in class sizes can be an effective way to improve the attainments of the lowest attaining pupils, but only large cuts in class sizes in the first year of school are effective.

There is far more variability in performance between individual teachers than between schools. Therefore, attracting effective teachers to schools serving poor children is likely to be vital to closing attainment gaps. Evaluations of the Teach First programme show positive results. It however remains to be seen whether Teach First can be expanded to further increase the pool of effective teachers in schools serving poor children – there may be limits on this unless the status and quality of the teaching profession overall can be raised.

Classroom teaching methods matter, and there is evidence to support both the Literacy Hour and synthetic phonics teaching. These benefit children across the social spectrum, but may be most important for those who are at risk of falling behind in reading.

There is evidence that poor children have less access to a demanding curriculum and high-value subjects. The implications of this demand further research in order to investigate the extent to which curriculum differences are disadvantaging poor children, and whether providing access to a high quality general curriculum can help to narrow the gap in attainment at school and subsequent educational participation. Arguably, the British school system has a historical problem with early curriculum choice, and this has the potential to exacerbate both gender
and socio-economic differentials, as young adolescents are making decisions which they are ill-equipped to see the long-term consequences of. Early curriculum choice has also contributed to the British skills shortage in numeracy and STEM. Policy innovations such as compulsory maths and English up to 18 have the potential to make a difference here.

- Many specific education interventions have been evaluated, but the evidence is not always clear cut. The Literacy Hour and Education Maintenance Allowance stand out as interventions with robust evaluations showing positive effects. Education Maintenance Allowances increased post-compulsory participation among poor pupils.

- Finally, we have focussed here on issues directly affecting schools. However, wider social policies are also likely to be relevant. Poor housing and frequent moves, parental stress and depression, and poor health are all factors which have an impact on children’s educational attainment. Therefore, policies regarding health, welfare and housing are all likely to be important. In addition, adult education may have a role to play, given the impact of low parental education on children’s attainment.
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